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Abstrakt
C´ılem te´to pra´ce je navrhnout maly´m a strˇedn´ım podnik˚um adekva´tn´ı typ
nasazen´ı za´lohovac´ıho rˇesˇen´ı. Za´lohova´n´ı dat je i prˇes jeho d˚ulezˇitost sta´le
mnohy´mi firmami opomı´jeno.
K rˇesˇen´ı proble´mu je navrhnut matematicky´ model, ktery´ vycha´z´ı z analy´zy
na´klad˚u a prˇ´ınos˚u za´lohovac´ıch rˇesˇen´ı. C´ıl pra´ce je naplneˇn vytvorˇen´ım podp˚urne´ho
na´stroje, slouzˇ´ıc´ıho k z´ıska´n´ı konkre´tn´ıch hodnot z modelu, ktere´ jsou posle´ze
vyhodnoceny.
Na za´kladeˇ vyhodnocen´ı neza´visle´ analy´zy je vytvorˇen soubor jak obecny´ch,
tak i konkre´tn´ıch doporucˇen´ı, kam za´lohovat v ra´mci Cˇeske´ republiky na
za´kladeˇ celkove´ velikosti za´lohovany´ch dat.
Vy´sledky pra´ce umozˇnˇuj´ı pomoci maly´m a strˇedn´ım podnik˚um prˇi rozhodova´n´ı,
zdali vyuzˇ´ıt loka´ln´ıho, cloudove´ho, anebo hybridn´ıho za´lohovac´ıho rˇesˇen´ı, na
za´kladeˇ ceny, anebo prˇ´ınos˚u.
Kl´ıcˇova´ slova za´lohova´n´ı dat, male´ a strˇedn´ı podniky, celkove´ na´klady na
vlastnictv´ı, analy´za na´klad˚u a prˇ´ınos˚u, matematicky´ model, hybridn´ı cloudove´
za´lohova´n´ı, AWS, Azure, Google
ix
Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to design an adequate type of backup solution de-
ployment for small and medium-sized enterprises. Data backup, despite its
importance, is still neglected by many companies.
To solve this ignorance, a mathematical model based on a cost-benefit
analysis of backup solutions is proposed. The objective of the thesis is fulfilled
by the creation of a supporting tool for obtaining specific values from the
model, which are then evaluated.
Based on the evaluation of the independent analysis, not only general and
but also specific recommendations related to the storage location of backup
within the Czech Republic is created based on the total size of the backed up
data.
The results from the thesis enable small and medium-sized businesses to
decide whether to use a local, cloud, or hybrid backup based on the cost of
the solution and its benefits.
Keywords data backup, small and business-enterprises, SME, total cost
of ownership, TCO, cost-benefit analysis, mathematical model, hybrid cloud
backup, AWS, Azure, Google
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Introduction
The times when cloud computing was just a mere buzzword is over. People
who are still afraid of cloud security today are slowly declining and it is time
to ask other questions. Does the cloud solution really offer the benefits it
presents? And if so, how is it possible that we all are still not using it?
In this thesis, I will perform an independent analysis of backup solutions
for small and medium-sized companies, especially in the Czech Republic. The
thesis focuses on small and medium-sized companies because of their numerical
superiority. These companies account for 99% of all businesses, and therefore
they are more likely to decide which solutions to choose from. The decision
of these firms complicates the lack of independent studies and the lack of a
number of independent tools because they often implement an inappropriate
solution.
During this thesis, we proceed from the following hypotheses. We assume
that cloud storage is cost-effective and offers the best price for 1 GB. Its
disadvantage is the need to use a slower wide area network, which leads to
slower data backup and recovery. That is why we assume that a hybrid backup
solution is the best way to backup data, it combines the advantages of a cheap
cloud storage with a fast local backup.
Aims and objectives
The aim of the thesis is to make an independent study of the current backup
options for small medium-sized businesses. Based on which, we will present
a set of general and specific recommendations for the Czech Republic. This
answers the question in which cases is it preferred to backup locally, into
the cloud, or to use hybrid both in terms of cost and benefit from individual
backup solutions.
To achieve this aim, I will:
1. Define a cost and benefit factors of backup solutions.
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2. Design a mathematical model for a cost-benefit analysis of hybrid cloud
backup solutions.
3. Create a data backup comparison tool for calculating designed model.
4. Analyse different types of backup solutions in several small and medium-
sized model businesses divided by the size of the backup data.
5. Perform a research of existing backup products within the Czech Re-
public.
6. Test the found backup products.
Literature review
With the aim of finding the literature engaged in the backup analysis for SMEs,
were used a combination of keywords in research databases such as ACM
Digital Library, IEEE Explore, SemanticScholar, Web of Science, SpringerLink
and Google Scholar. The combination of keywords consisted of data backup,
cloud computing, cost model, total cost of ownership, in-house, SME, cost-
benefit, analysis, comparison and hybrid.
It was founded several papers dealing with the similar themes. The paper
[1], [2], [3], [4] discuss cost factors in context of cloud computing, thereof the
papers [1] and [2] present cost model and the paper [2], [3] and [4] contains
general comparison between private and public cloud. The paper [5] discuss
cost factors in the context of cloud storage and the paper [6] evaluate disaster
recovery plan (DRP) from the perspective of different backup sites and it
presents basic cost model.
A detail cost model was demonstrated in [1], with the focus on large en-
terprises with own in-house data center and the option to migrate some of the
tasks to the Cloud. The cost model is designed for hybrid cloud to determine
which services is better to migrate from private cloud to public cloud to save
our expenses.
A three-layer cost-benefit model introduced in [2], helps us to decide when
and in what situation is recommended to shift to cloud computing, or stick
with in-house solutions. The first layer is used to base cost estimation. The
second layer is used to analyze the data pattern based cost and the third layer
is used for a specific project.
A case study of SME startup was presented in [3], the TCO were compared
with Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud with the help of tool is not available.
The question for schools whether to shift to cloud or not were discussed
in [4]. The cost benefit analysis of the TCO and cloud were performed for 30
users, which falls under the typical SME.
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Application of cost model for data center was performed in [5]. The cost
of local small datacenter was compared with Amazon S3 to determine the full
cost of the cloud based storage system.
A basic cost model of disaster recovery solution is introduced in [6].
However, no research investigating the backup in a hybrid cloud from the
perspective of the cost-benefit analysis of SMEs was found. This may be due
to a simplicity of the problem.
There are several public tools available on the Internet that focus on TCO
of cloud and on-premises or on data storage. One of them is a tool from
SherWeb [7] that comparing the total cost of ownership of on-premises virtu-
alization farm with cloud-based infrastructure as a service (IaaS). Another is a
tool from SNIA [8], which comparing TCO of HDD and SSD. Cloud providers
such as Google, AWS, and Azure also offer public TCO calculators [9], [10]
and [11].
However, no public tool comparing the total cost of ownership of cloud,
on-premises and hybrid, along with the benefits of each solution has been
found.
Definition of terms
Availability - probability that the system is available during certain time peri-
ods when its use is required, usually the value is given in a percentage within
a year [12].
Data archiving - is the practice to identify and move inactive data out of the
currently used production systems into the long-term archival storage systems.
Shifting unused data from production systems enhancing the performance of
resources needed while archival systems store data more cost-effectively and
provide data for retrieval when necessary [13].
Data backup - is a copy or duplicate version of a file, program, or entire
volume, held for use if the original data is in some way damaged [14].
Data compression - is the way how to reduce the data and consume less
space on disk by modifying, encoding or converting the bits. It is also known
as source coding or bit-rate reduction [15].
Data deduplication - is a process of reducing the data by removing the
duplicate copies from the storage. During the removal of extra copies just
one copy of the data is saved and the others are replaced with the pointers,
pointing to the original copy [16].
Durability - the ability of equipment, media, or machine to exist for a long
period of time without significant degradation by resisting the effects of heavy
use, wetting, heating, freezing, corrosion and oxidation [17].
Data durability - durability with respect to data is the probability that
data remains unaffected and accessible after one year. In other words, the
probability of data not lost [18].
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Recovery Point Objective (RPO) - is limited by maximum amount of data
loss tolerated and is measured in time. It is a time of data in a backup storage
required to regain normal operations if some accident happens [19].
Recovery Time Objective (RTO) - is the maximum required period permit-
ted between sudden failure or disaster and the restoration of normal operations
and service levels. It defines length of time after a failure or disaster when the
consequences of the interruption turn unacceptable [20].
Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) - are the enterprises having
less than 250 persons employed with the annual turnover up to EUR 50 million,
or a balance sheet total of no more than EUR 43 million [21].
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Chapter 1
Data Backup
In this chapter, a theoretical background with the focus on data backup tech-
niques and strategies will be presented. This is mainly important for people
who do not have a complete knowledge about this thesis topic. It can also
serve to the others as a reminder of important backup factors or as a summary
of a recent information related to data backup and data archiving.
First, the types of backup will be introduced. Second, the important
backup techniques which are used to increase efficiency of data backup will
be examined. Third, the possibility to apply backup to the cloud, followed by
the basic storage media used for data backup and data archiving along with
the RAID technology will be presented. Then the individual media in terms
of advantages and disadvantages will be compared and from that comparison
an appropriate architecture for backup will be presented. Furthermore, the
calculation of storage availability will be unveiled, because of the comparison
of local and cloud availability. Finally, a general recommendation for data
backup will be introduced.
1.1 Backup types
There are many ways of categorizing the different types of backup. Dilip C.
Naik divided the backup into three categories: Architecture, Functionality,
Network Infrastructure [22]. Umesh Hodeghatta Rao divided the backup into
four categories: based on current data on the system and the data on the
backups, based on what goes into the backup, based on storage of backup,
based on the extend of the automation of the backups [23].
In the following subsections, we will divide the types of backup into four
categories: based on functionality, based on storage location, based on archi-
tecture and based on deployment model.
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Category 1: Based on functionality
• Full Backup: includes all the data in our system selected to be backed
up, regardless of when they were last modified. It is required for all
other types of backup [24].
• Incremental Backup: includes only those files that have changed since
the last backup whether it was a full or an incremental backup. The
restore operation involves the last full backup plus all the following in-
cremental backups [25].
• Differential Backup: includes only those files that have changed since
the last full backup. In case of restoration, it involves the full backup
plus the last differential backup [25].
• Mirror backup: is a reflection of the source being backed up. A real
time duplicate. Some do not consider a mirror to be a backup, because
with the mirror backups, when a file in the source is deleted, that file is
eventually also deleted in the mirror backup. For that reason, the mirror
backups should be applied with awareness of accidental file deletion,
sabotage or virus invasion. Data compression and password protection
cannot be applied to the files in the mirror backup [26].
• Synthetic backup: is a process of creating full backup from the previous
full backup and subsequent incremental backups. It can be used in case
of limited bandwidth. The procedure is called ”synthetic” since it is not
a backup created from original data [27].
The list above includes basic types of backups, such as full backup, in-
cremental backup and differential backup. The list is not complete, because
today’s backup products usually offer several combinations of basic types of
backups and techniques already mentioned such as synthetic backup. For
example, Veeam offers these backup methods: forever forward incremental
backup, forward incremental backup and reverse incremental backup (for more
information see the white paper called Veeam backup methods and the impact
on destination storage I/O from Lucca Dell’Oca).
The following table 1.1 provides an overview of backup types based on
functionality.
Category 2: Based on storage location
There are two ways of backup based on storage location.
• On-site backup: is any backup where the storage medium is stored loc-
ally. The storage medium could be connected directly, or through a local
area network to the source being backed up [28].
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Table 1.1: Comparison of backup types based on functionality.
Backup type Data backed up Backup time Restore time Storage space
Full backup All data Slowest Fast High
Incremental
backup
New or modified Fast Moderate Lowest
Differential
backup
New or modified
since last full
Moderate Fast Moderate
Mirror backup New or modified Fastest Fastest Highest
• Off-site backup: is a backup where the copies are kept in a different
geographical location such as another city or cloud storage [29].
Category 3: Based on architecture
There are two approaches to performing a backup.
• File-level backup: consists of specific files from the environment with
the possibility to not include some high-level file system data such as
file permissions. There are two cases presented below:
– Application-aware backup: operates on application level and hides
the file structure underneath. For instance, a database-aware backup
can include database file and transactions logs as one unit.
– System State backup: is an option for Windows OS providing a
default set of operating-system-specific files that are vital for OS
[30].
• Image-level backup: this type of backup is mostly called image-level
backup or block-level backup, but could be also named as bare metal
backup/recovery (BMR), disaster recovery backup, volume-level backup,
ghost backup, or clone of your machine [31]. The image-level backup is
saved as a single file/image that contains a copy of the operation system
with all connecting data, including the system state and application
configuration at a certain time. It can be used for a computer or virtual
machine (VM)[32].
The following table 1.2 provides an overview of backup types based on
architecture.
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Table 1.2: Comparison of backup types based on architecture.
Backup type Advantages Disadvantages
File-level
backup
• Efficient for restoring a small
number of files
• Flexibility - backup and res-
toration of individual files and
folders on a volume
• Flexible backup policies for
different data types on the
same volume
• Time consuming - when too
large or to many small files are
backed up
• A small change in a large file
means, the entire file must be
backed up again
Image-level
backup
• Efficient for restoring the
whole system
• Fast restore time
• Fewer performance issues
• Not efficient for restoring a
small number of files
• Requires more storage space
Category 4: Based on deployment model
• Local backup: data are backed up to a locally available storage (see
on-site backup 1.1)
• Cloud backup (online backup): is sending backup data directly to the
cloud through proprietary or public network. Data are stored off-site
into a provider’s cloud or to a public Cloud Service Provider (CSP) like
AWS, Azure or Google [33].
• Hybrid cloud backup: is a mix of local backup and cloud backup. It
consists of an on-premises appliance that should store at least one full
backup along with the following incremental backups. The data are first
stored locally and then replicated to the CSP [34].
The following table 1.3 provides an overview of backup types mentioned
above. I intentionally omitted many times repeated advantage of public clouds
and that it is more cost efficient/cheaper. Whether is a public cloud cheaper
or not we will see in the next chapter 2 Cost-Benefit Analysis and design of
hybrid cloud backup solutions.
1.2 Backup techniques
In this subsection will be introduced techniques that are used for a data backup
to achieve a better cost effective solution. These techniques arose due to expo-
nential data growth [35, p. 73] and [36]. Techniques such as data compression
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Table 1.3: Comparison of backup types based on deployment model.
Backup type Advantages Disadvantages
Local backup
• Fast backup and restore • Complexity
• Potential single location prob-
lem (disaster)
Cloud backup
• Durability
• Scalability
• High availability
• Accessibility
• No single location problem (in
case of multi-regional solu-
tion)
• Dependence on the internet
connection
• Backup and restore is limited
by bandwidth
• Jurisdiction problem (differ-
ent location of sensitive data)
Hybrid backup
• Fast backup and restore with
proper backup arrangement
• Improved durability
• Improved availability
• Enhanced redundancy (local
and cloud backup)
• Complexity
and data deduplication help reduce the size of data in on-site storage or in
off-site storage.
With the growing trend of cloud service usage, the need of internet with
sufficient bandwidth increased as well. Because of that in the backup we use
a group of techniques that are expanding the efficiency of data transfer and
reducing the network traffic. This set of techniques is called wide-area network
(WAN) optimization.
Data deduplication
Data deduplication is a technique for reducing storage capacity and is ideal
for highly redundant operation like backup. In the following subsections, we
will go through options which are offered by today’s tools. We will describe
their advantages, disadvantages and usage.
Chunking methods
Data deduplication can be done at variable levels of granularity.
• File-level: deduplication takes place on the file level. The entire file is
considered as a chunk. Only one index is created for one file.
9
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• Block-level: deduplication looks within a file. The file is broken into the
chunks.
– Fixed-size: the file is split into proportionally equal chunks. The
size of the chunk could be usually chosen.
– Variable-size: the file is separated into multiple chunks of variable
sizes based on the content of the file. One of the most common
algorithm of variable size chunking is Rabin’s algorithm [37].
Using a more complex algorithm leads to a greater storage saving but in
the same time it leads to an increased system load and elongated processing
time. On the other hand, simpler file-level deduplication need less system
resources and takes less processing time. The deduplication ratio is usually
not that good, because a small modification in a large file resulting in the need
to make a new copy of the file. In [38] Meyer and Bolosky have found, that
file-level deduplication achieves about 75% of the space saving in the Rabin’s
algorithm for storing the live file system and 87% for the backup images. That
is not a big difference compared to how much system resources we can save
with the easier file-level deduplication method. However, condemning other
more complex methods could be a mistake, so we should take more complex
methods into consideration during our next backup planning.
The following table 1.4 provides a summary of chunking methods.
Table 1.4: Basic comparison of chunking methods.
Chunking Storage saving System load and
method (deduplication ratio) backup delay
File-level Lowest Lowest
Fixed-size Moderate Moderate
Variable-size Highest Highest
Deployment type
In general, deduplication can be deployed in one of two ways:
• At source: deduplication at the source removes redundant blocks be-
fore the data are transmitted to the backup system. This saves net-
work bandwidth and accelerates transfer to the cloud. More resources
of source node are needed.
• At target: deduplication at the target takes place within the backup
system after the data are transmitted. More bandwidth than at source is
needed and system resources are utilized especially at the target. There
are two ways on how to deduplication at the target:
10
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– In-line data deduplication: takes place before deduplicated data is
written.
– Post-process data deduplication: takes place after the data is stored
[12].
Furthermore, we can deploy a global data deduplication, which could be
a solution suitable for larger companies. Here is a generic definition from
TechTarget [39]:
”Global data deduplication is a method of preventing redundant
data when backing up data to multiple deduplication devices. This
situation may involve backing up to more than one target deduplic-
ation appliance or, in the case of source deduplication, backing up
to multiple backup nodes that are.”
Basically, if our data are sent across WAN we should consider deployment
at source, which will reduce the amount of data sent and speed up the overall
data transfer. On the other hand, if we are using deployment at source then
we will have multiple virtual machines sharing one physical host. Running
multiple hash calculations at the same time without enough free resources at
the physical host may overload the host server.
The following table 1.5 provides a summary of at source and at target
deployment.
Table 1.5: Basic comparison of deduplication deployment type.
Deployment type At source At target
Endpoint device resources High Low
Backup storage resources Low High
Bandwidth savings High None
In-line deduplication reducing the disk capacity needed, but processing
the deduplication could cause a bottleneck that can affect the length of the
backup time. Conversely post-process deduplication minimizes the backup
time, there is no backup delay, but it needs more storage capacity because the
data are first saved undeduplicated and then deduplicated.
The following table 1.6 provides a summary of in-line and post-process
data deduplication techniques.
Deduplication ratio
Deduplication ratio is the ratio of data’s original size to data’s size after de-
duplication. This ratio is used to estimate how much space do we save with
dedupe and if it is worth it to deduplicate our data.
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Table 1.6: Basic comparison of at target deduplication deployment options.
Deduplication techniques In-line Post-process
Backup speed Delayed by processing Normal
Storage capacity needed Low High
A simple equation 1.1 using numbers of unique data percentage is derived
from Acronis experience with its customers used for empty storage to estimate
a deduplication ratio can be found in a white paper [40] and may vary in your
environment.
Deduplication ratio = Unique data percentage100% +
1− Unique data percentage100%
Number of machines
(1.1)
Unique data percentage:
• Virtual machines: 30 percent unique
• Office workstation: 50 percent unique
• Database servers: 65 percent unique
• File servers: 75 percent unique
The deduplication ratio in the backup is growing with the time and amount
of copies stored. The time is given by a retention period and the amount of
copies are affected mostly by the full backup, so it depends on our backup
scheme.
WAN optimization
WAN optimization is a series of technologies and techniques for maximizing
the efficiency of data flow across the WAN. Techniques like data compression
and data deduplication were mentioned in the previous subsection 1.2, some
of the other WAN optimization technologies are listed below [41]:
• Traffic shaping - is prioritizing certain packets inside the data flow so
the bandwidth is distributed accordingly.
• Data caching - the regularly accessed data are stored locally for faster
access.
• Protocol spoofing - is optimization of slow and chatty protocols.
• Latency optimization.
• Forward error correction - is a technique for reducing the retransmission
of packets.
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Summary
Techniques mentioned above brings us advantages such as reducing storage
space/network cost or accelerating access to off-site storage. However, there
are also drawbacks e.g. when latency emerges out of data compression or data
deduplication with the possibility of RTO increasing. Next, we usually need
to buy additional HW and SW for certain technology use. Furthermore, data
deduplication has impact on the performance of local or remote node. Finally,
implementing WAN optimization could be costly and more complex.
1.3 Cloud backup storage
In this chapter, the possibility to apply backup to the cloud for the three
leading CSPs (AWS, Azure and Google [42]) along with a variety of cloud
storage suitable for backup or archiving will be unveiled. That is because these
CSPs are offering a range of options from small businesses to large enterprises.
On the market are lots of other online backup services such as Backblaze B2
Cloud Storage, CrashPlan PRO, OpenDrive for Business, Carbonite Business
and more. These smaller CSPs will not be included in the overview, because
their products are often targeted at a specific market and they do not offer
such variability of services like the largest CSPs.
Storage Classes
The leading CSPs offers public cloud storage classes based on the retrieval
frequency. To compare different cloud storage classes, we grouped all storage
services into four tiers:
• Hot: durable, highest availability, geo-redundant and appropriate for
storing data that is frequently accessed, such as serving website content,
interactive workload, or data supporting mobile and gaming applica-
tions. Representatives are:
– Amazon S3 Standard + Cross-Region Replication (CRR)
– Google Cloud Storage (GCS) Multi-Regional
– Microsoft Azure Hot Blob Read Access - Geo Redundant Storage
(RA-GRS)
– Microsoft Azure Hot Blob Geo Redundant Storage (GRS)
• Warm: highly available, lower cost, less durability and is determined for
frequently accessed non-critical reproducible data. Representatives are:
– Amazon S3 Standard
– Google Cloud Storage Regional
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– Microsoft Azure Hot Blob Zone Redundant Storage (ZRS)
– Microsoft Azure Hot Blob Locally Redundant Storage (LRS)
• Near-line: low-cost storage class for storing data that is accessed less
frequently, but requires rapid access when needed, e.g. backup. Repres-
entatives are:
– Amazon S3 Standard - Infrequent Access (IA)
– Google Cloud Storage Nearline
– Microsoft Azure Cool Blob GRS
– Microsoft Azure Cool Blob ZRS
– Microsoft Azure Cool Blob LRS
• Cold: very-low-cost storage, highly durable storage service for data
archiving, online backup, and disaster recovery. Representatives are:
– Amazon Glacier
– Google Cloud Storage Coldline
The following table 1.7 provides an overview of prices and the availability
of storage classes offered by leading CSPs. In the overview, other charges
associated with using cloud storage such as cost per operation, or cost per data
retrieval are not shown. There are also limits not mentioned (e.g. minimum
storage duration). The table is actual to date April 2017 and the information
was taken from the official sites of CSPs [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48] and [49].
The data from the previous table are shown in graphical form in the fol-
lowing figure 1.1.
1.4 Backup storage architecture
In this section, the storage media used for data backup and data archiving
will be introduced. Then the RAID technology used by the media along with
a problem may arise in a certain RAID as well as the recommendation of
which RAID to use will be presented. Furthermore, both general and specific
terms of the storage media will be compared. Finally, based on the previous
comparison, the data backup architecture will be presented. This information
can be used for planning local backup or archiving solution.
Data backup storage media
The data from backups can be stored on one or more of the following storage
media:
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Table 1.7: Comparison of public cloud storage classes.
Storage class Availability1 Monthly price per GB2
Hot
Hot Blob RA-GRS 99.99% $0.046
S3 Standard + CRR 99.9% $0.0433
Hot Blob GRS 99.9% $0.0368
GCS Multi-Regional 99.95% $0.026
Warm
Blob ZSR
99.9%
$0.0296
S3 Standard $0.023
Hot Blob LSR $0.022
GCS Regional $0.02
Near-line
Cool Blob GRS
99%
$0.02
S3 Standard - IA $0.0125
Cool Blob LRS $0.01
GCS Nearline $0.01
Cold GCS Coldline 99% $0.007Glacier N/A $0.004
1 Availability defined in the Service Level Agreement (SLA)
2 The storage cost per GB for first 50 TB of data stored.
3 Plus additional charges for data transfer between AWS regions.
Figure 1.1: Comparison of cloud storage classes.
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• Solid-state storage: is typical storage using non-volatile memory, it re-
tains data when power is shut off. It stores and retrieves data by using
integrated circuits without any involvement of moving mechanical parts.
Among the solid-state storages belongs the following devices [50]:
– Solid-state drive (SSD)
– Secure Digital (SD)
– USB flash drive
• Hard disk drive (HDD): is a data storage device that uses magnetic
storage to store and retrieve data using one or more rapidly rigid rotation
platters.
• Magnetic tape: is a storage medium with sequential access to data.
The tape technologies were categorized as entry level, midrange and
enterprise. Midrange tape generally meant LTO technology which has
been the predominant tape technology in the market by the volume
shipped. By IDC the enterprise tape technology belongs to proprietary
tape drive like the TS11x0 and T10000. Today’s newest and most widely
used tapes are: LTO-7 and TS1150. According to the SPECTRA’s
white paper [51], users with less than 1 PB of data and low data growth
expected should use LTO-7, conversely for users with 1 PT or more, use
of TS1150 technology is superior.
• Optical storage: is an optically readable medium such as CD, DVD,
Blu-ray and Optical Disc Archive. Optical Disc Archive is a system
developed by Sony with the goal to make durable, scalable and long-
term archiving solution mainly for datacenters with a product called
Everspan [52]. Standard as M-disk, the storage medium with the longest
life span theoretically is 1000 years.
RAID levels
A redundant array of independent disks (RAID) is used to increase the storage
reliability, capacity and performance.
• RAID level 0: the data are evenly split up across two or more disks, that
is called striping. This brings better Read/Write (R/W) performance,
but also a higher chance of disk failure, therefore it is not used alone.
• RAID level 1: the exact copy of data is stored on two or more disks,
that is called mirroring. It enhances the reliability and read performance
with every disk added.
• RAID level 5: data blocks are striped across the drivers with distrib-
uted parity. The minimum configuration needed are three disks. Read
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operations are enhanced, while write operation are degraded and have
one fault tolerant disk. In case of failure of one disk the parity is used
for recalculating the missing data and results in slower read operations.
• RAID level 6: extends RAID 5 by adding another parity block. This
brings us another fault tolerant disk, so the system is functional in case
of two disk failures. The write performance adds little bits of overhead
than the RAID 5 case, but the read performance is almost identical.
The minimum configuration needed are four disks.
• RAID level 10: is combination of RAID 1 and RAID 0, the data are
first mirrored across two disks then striped across each set of drives.
It combines the benefit of a faster R/W with higher reliability. The
minimum configuration needed are four disks.
Problem of reconstruction RAID level with parity
Adam Leventhal’s paper [53], mentioned the need to add more parity to main-
tain the reliability. Robin Harris continued in Leventhal’s paper with his art-
icle [54], he mentioned that RAID 5 is not a recommended solution anymore
and the same situation could even be for RAID 6 in the future.
Articles described that in case of RAID levels using parity (RAID 5 and
RAID 6) we are faced with a problem in reconstruction of the array after a
disk failure. This problem is caused by unrecoverable read error (URE) per
bits read, its value can be found in the specification, e.g. for consumers HDD
is typically URE 1 in 1014 and for the enterprises HHD is 1 in 1015.
When a disk in RAID level with parity fails and is replaced, all the data on
the other drivers in the array are read to reconstruct the array to its original
state. The more data are read the higher chance we encounter the URE. If
the URE happens during the RAID 5 rebuild, one or more data blocks are
lost and in a worst case, we lose everything due to array failing to rebuild.
Real example
How to calculate the probability of failure during the RAID with parity rebuild
is described in IBM’s blog article [55]. The equation to get probability of URE
is:
100 ∗ (1− (1− e)b) (1.2)
Where:
• e = the non-recoverable read error per bits read (error rate)
• b = number of bits read (size of the volume in bits)
For the calculation, two currently available HDD designed for backup/archive
were taken from the market (March 2017). HDDs specifications:
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• disk A - capacity 8 TB, URE = 1 in 1014, AFR = 1.095%,
data transfer = 150 MB/s
• disk B - capacity 12 TB, URE = 1 in 1015, AFR = 0.35%,
data transfer = 261 MB/s
The following table 1.8 shows a percentage of RAID 5 and RAID 6 failure
during the rebuild. As we can see RAID 5 is highly unreliable. RAID 6
is greatly reducing the probability of rebuild failure, but even like that the
probability of failure especially with more high capacity disks is not negligible.
Table 1.8: Rebuild failure of RAID with parity caused by URE.
RAID composed of 5 x disk A 10 x disk A 5 x disk B 10 x disk B
RAID 5
Capacity 32 TB 72 TB 48 TB 108 TB
Drive failure 0.029 0.15 0.008 0.04
Probability of URE 92.27 99.68 31.86 57.82
Rebuild failure 92.299 99.83 31.868 57.86
RAID 6
Capacity 24 TB 64 TB 36 TB 96 TB
Drive failure 0.016 0.12 0.005 0.03
Probability of URE 85.32 99.4 25 53.58
Rebuild failure 1.37 11.93 0.125 1.6
SSD RAID
The behavior of SSD in RAID configuration is not certain yet. Previously we
assumed that SSD reliability depends on the number of write cycles. In RAID
with parity we have twice more write operating, due to writing parity, so the
reliability is smaller [56].
But the paper [57] brings new key conclusions. First the SSD age, not us-
age, affects reliability. Second, ignore the uncorrectable bit error rate (UBER)
specs. And finally, SSDs fail at a lower rate than disks, but UBER rate is
higher. Which would mean an even less probability to rebuild RAID config-
uration with parity.
Summary
In the following table 1.9, is a summary of RAID 6 and RAID 10 comparison.
The best for data backup is RAID 10, because it is more reliable due to
URE and can withstand multiple disk failures, the rebuild is faster, the I/O
performance is better and read performance is not degraded with disk failure.
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Table 1.9: Comparison of RAID applicable for data backup.
Advantages Disadvantages
RAID 6
• More capacity • Write performance penalty
• Slower rebuild
• Slower read (degraded)
RAID 10
• Better write performance
• Faster rebuild
• Can withstand failure of mul-
tiple disks (if it is not in the
same mirror)
• Less capacity
If we want to save money and buy less disk to achieve higher capacity with
good reliability, we can choose RAID 6. If we have only two or three drives,
we can use RAID 1 to achieve better reliability and read performance.
Erasure coding
Due to the continual data growth, we have reached the limit of RAID solu-
tions both due to URE (mentioned in the previous subsection 1.4) and due
to lengthy RAID rebuild in a large-scale data storage (hundreds of terabytes
and more). For this reason, we started to use erasure coding [58].
Erasure coding is a parity based protection technique where the data is
first split into n chunks, then coded into m parity blocks and finally stored in
various locations and storage media [59]. The advantage is that it consumes
less storage space than replication, conversely, the calculation of parity is
CPU-intensive and it increases latency.
The technique is widely used by cloud providers, who are looking to en-
hance data protection and durability. It can be used by medium and large
companies with huge amounts of data for applications or systems with the
need to tolerate failures, e.g. object storage, big data or archival storage.
Comparison of data storage medium
In the following table 1.10, general backup storage media in terms of life span,
advantages and disadvantages is compared.
In the following table 1.11, concrete media representative with key factors
such as: capacity, data rate and price per GB are presented. Storage is listed
in order from hot storage (demands high performance) to warm and cold
storage which can maintain large quantities of data at a relatively low cost
with long-term reliability. The values were taken from current products on
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Table 1.10: Comparison of general storage media.
Storage
medium
Life
span1
Advantages Disadvantages
SSD 5 – 10years
• The best access time
• Less power draw
than HDD
• No moving parts
• The highest cost/GB
• High rate of uncorrectable er-
rors [57]
HDD 3 – 5years2
• Low access time
• Low cost/GB
• High power consumption
• Producing heat
Tape 30 years
• Lowest cost/GB
• Power-efficient
• Stability
• High access time (load time
and random access)
• Require additional tape driver
• Compatibility of LTO driver
Optical 100 years
• Longevity
• Power-efficient
• Durability
• Stability
• Backward compatible
• Moderate access time (load
and latency of the head)
• Moderate cost/GB
• Require special disc drive
• Traditional CD, DVD and
Blu-ray disks are slow
1 The life span expectancy for the tape media is up to 30 years in a well-maintained
storage environment, but in real environment the life span could be far lower around
5-10 years, it depends on the frequency of using tape and environmental conditions.
2 The reliability of HDD after 3-5 years of usage is rapidly declining, so we should
consider a replacement during that time [60], [61].
the market in March 2017. If there were more products of same quality, then
the average value was taken.
Summary
SSD is a storage medium used mainly for primary storage, with the trend of
constantly decreasing price and the requirement to decrease RTO, it becomes
in demand for backup usage as well. Besides backup storage HDD begins to
be used as an archive storage replacing the original tape and optical archive
storage media.
Some argue, that the tape is a dead technology and using cloud or HDD
is better, but if we look to the table 1.11, we can see, that the tape has the
best price per GB with a comparable performance. Although, there are more
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Table 1.11: Comparison of specific storage media.
Storage class Model Capacity Write Price
performance per GB
SSD Intel DC S3520 1.6 TB1 380 MB/s $0.475
HDD Ultrastar He12 12 TB 255 MB/s $0.031Seagate Archive 8 TB 190 MB/s $0.03
Tape
LTO 6 2.5 TB 160 MB/s $0.01
LTO 7 6 TB 300 MB/s $0.018
TS1150 10 TB 360 MB/s N/A
Optical ODC3300R 3.3 TB 250 MB/s $0.05M-disk 100 GB 18 MB/s $0.2
1 SSD is currently storage medium with largest capacity available on the mar-
ket.
factors to consider, we should still count on the tape as Google did in 2011
when it was used for the recovery of Gmail data [62].
The idea that the longevity of optical media is ideal for archiving, tried
to restart Facebook [63]. Sony continued with the idea and invented Ever-
span. John Fruehe from Moor Insights & Strategy in the paper [64] described
the suitability of this solution for archiving by the comparison of the optical
archive with tape archive in term of longevity and HDD archive in terms of
cost and capacity.
As we can see, each of these storage mediums has its advantage and dis-
advantages so if we want to get the best from the backup solution and our
budget allows it, we should use a combination of them all.
Tiered data backup storage strategies
The ideal storage for the backup meeting the following attributes:
• Infinite capacity
• Zero cost both in term of purchase cost and cost of maintenance.
• Unlimited speed
• Endless Read/Write ability
• Completely reliable
• Infinity life span
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Does not exist. Therefore, to get closer to the ideal storage we must combine
the advantages of available storage on the market. That is called tiered stor-
age. The amount of backup tiers depends on many factors, e.g. our business
requirements and goals, our budget, manpower etc.
In the following picture 1.2, we can see how dividing the tiers might look
like. The fresh backup data is where the highest probability of its use occurs,
so it is stored on the fast medium with the short access time (SSD and HDD).
Over the time, the data are moved to a slower and cheaper medium (HDD,
Cloud storage and tape). In the end, the backup data are moved to the
cheapest archival media (Glacier, tape and optical).
Figure 1.2: Tiered backup storage from the perspective of access time.
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1.5 Calculation of storage system availability
In this subsection, the calculation of local storage availability will be intro-
duced. This will serve for the comparison between our local storage and the
cloud storage availability.
Availability of a single component
Theoretical availability of a single component can be calculated by the fol-
lowing equation 1.3 [65]. The reliability parameter Mean Time Between
Failures (MTBF) can be found in the manufacturer’s specification of the
product. Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) can be calculated from historical
data ( totaldowntimenumberofrepairs), or we can estimate its value (e.g. We have a cold spare,
first we have to find out that our storage is down, then we or our colleges have
to replace the failed disk which may take on an average of 6 hours. Second
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case, we have a service agreement with HW provider, so we can use the number
of hours in the agreement.).
Availibility = MTBF(MTBF + MTTR) (1.3)
However, the MTBF value does not often correspond to the real envir-
onment [60] and [66]. For a more accurate calculation, we can use another
reliability parameter, namely the Annualized Failure Rate (AFR). The ad-
vantage of this value is that it can be found on the internet from the real
environment [67], so it is no longer just theoretical. AFR can be approx-
imately transferred to MTBF by the following equation 1.4. This equation
assumes that the drives are powered on for the full 8760 hours of a year.
MTBF = 8760
AFR
(1.4)
The availability increase of our system can be achieved either by increasing
MTBF (more reliable disks, RAID configuration or system redundancy) or
decreasing MTTR (better service conditions, hot or cold spare).
Availability of a multiple components
From the previous subsection, we know how to calculate the availability of
a single component (disk). In this subsection, the calculation of more disks
connected into one storage system will be introduced. There are two basic
ways to link the system components together, serial and parallel configuration.
In a serial configuration, if any of the component in the series fails then
the whole system fails (representative is RAID 0). Availability of a system in
serial configuration is shown in the equation 1.5 where the availability of an
individual disk is used and multiplied to one another.
Availability(Serial) =
n∏
i=1
Avalability(diski) (1.5)
Where:
• i: represents the disk number
• n: represents the total number of disks [68]
In a parallel configuration, with each new component the redundancy is
added and the system is operational if at least one component is functional
(representative is RAID 1). Availability of a system in parallel configuration
is calculated like 1-all components are unavailable (see equation 1.6).
Availability(Parallel) = 1−
n∏
i=1
(1−Avalability(diski)) (1.6)
Where:
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• i: represents the disk number
• n: represents the total number of disks
Or we can have a combination of both serial and parallel configuration.
Typical representative is RAID 10 and its availability is calculated by the
following equation 1.7.
Availability(RAID 10) =
n/m∏
i=1
(1− (1−
m−1∏
j=0
Avalability(diski∗2−1))) (1.7)
Where:
• i, j: represents the disk number
• n: represents the total number of disks
• m: number of disks in the mirror, typically two
Availability of a RAID with parity
Because of the problem with the rebuild of array with parity mentioned in
section 1.4. We should use RAID 6 and expect that it can handle only one
disk failure. The availability of such configuration can be calculated by the
following equation 1.8.
Availability(RAID 6) = P (X ≤ 1) = P (X = 0) + P (X = 1) =
n∏
i=1
Avalability(diski) +
n∑
i=1
((1−Avalability(diski)) ∗
n∏
j=1;j 6=i
Avalability(diskj))
(1.8)
Where:
• i, j: represents the disk number
• n: represents the total number of disks
• X: number of failed disks
1.6 Calculation of storage system durability
In this subsection, the calculation of storage durability will be introduced.
This will serve as a comparison between our local storage and the cloud storage
durability. The following formulas 1.9 and 1.10 were taken from the public
durability calculator for Swift object storage [69], but can also be used to
calculate the durability of the local storage with minor changes. The durability
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calculation of the local storage with parity RAID is shown in formula 1.9 and
the durability of RAID 1 or RAID 10 is shown in formula 1.10.
Durability =1− (d ∗AFR ∗ (1−AFR)d−1 + (1−AFR)c ∗ URE ∗ 8 ∗ s)∗
c−1∏
i=1
((d− i) ∗RFR ∗ (1−RFR)d−1−i + (1−RFR)c−i ∗ URE ∗ 8 ∗ s)
(1.9)
Durability =1− (d ∗AFR ∗ (1−AFR)d−1 + (1−AFR)c ∗ URE ∗ 8 ∗ s)∗
c−1∏
i=1
(i ∗RFR ∗ (1−RFR)i−1 + (1−RFR)i ∗ URE ∗ 8 ∗ s)
(1.10)
Where:
• c: Number of data Copies (number of mirrors, or parity disks + 1).
• d: Number of Disks.
• s: Size of the backup file in bytes.
• AFR: Annual Failure Rate. Probability of a disk failure in one year.
• RFR: Rebuild Failure Rate. Probability of a disk failure during rebuild.
Calculated as AFR∗ trebuild8760 (trebuild - rebuild time in hours; 8760 - hours
in a year).
• URE: Probability of an unrecoverable error per bit read.
1.7 Backup recommendation and strategy
The main reason to perform a data backup is because some time in the future
we would need to recover the data we lost. Because of that, the most important
part of our backup strategy is to test our backup regularly and check if we
can recover our lost data and fulfill our planned goals as RTO.
In this chapter, we will see how to backup, what to backup and how often
to do a data backup.
The 3-2-1 Rule
A good way to back up our data and increase our chances of recovery lost
or corrupted data is to follow the rule 3-2-1 (see the following image 1.3)[70].
Where:
3 – Have at least 3 copies of any important file (a primary and two backups).
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2 – Keep the files on 2 different media types, to protect against different
types of hazards.
1 – Store 1 copy off-site, to protect against disaster.
Figure 1.3: Backup strategy 3-2-1.
3 2 1
This rule should be applied to everyone who has important data to backup
and wants to protect them. It is the minimum configuration of proper backup,
which could be expanded.
What to backup
We should backup everything, due to a quick and easy data recovery or restore.
In case we do not have enough financial resources to back up everything, we
can analyze our data and prioritize them from the most important to the least
important data for our business. After prioritizing, the data backup will be
concentrated first on the highest priority data containing critical data which is
difficult to restore without proper backup (e.g. emails, production databases,
financial and customer data) then on medium priority data (e.g. developer
servers) and finally on the lowest priority data (e.g. personal data and publicly
available data).
Backup schedule
How often to do data backup depends on business requirements such as RPO
(cost of RPO should be lower than cost of data loss, for more information how
to estimate cost of RPO and cost of data loss see 2.4). RPO is assigned to
applications based on the importance/priority of the data and how often the
data is changed. Backup is recommended to be scheduled for a time when
our system resources and network usage is the lowest. Typically, this occurs
overnight and in that case, our RPO is one day. If there is a requirement to do
a backup during business hours, it is possible that the backup can affect our
system or network resources even though today’s backup tools are enabled
to adapt the backup accordingly to the workload of our system or network
resources.
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1.8 Summary
In the previous chapter, a theoretical background of data backup and archiving
was introduced. The information from the basic storage media, backup types
and cloud storage to advanced techniques and strategies used in the data
backup with the availability of backup storage were presented. Mentioned
information will serve in the following chapter 2 as a starting point for cost-
benefit analysis.
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Chapter 2
Cost-benefit analysis and design
of hybrid cloud backup solutions
In this chapter, will be performed a cost-benefit analysis of hybrid cloud
backup for SMEs. Consequently, will be designed a mathematical model,
used to evaluate various hybrid backup solutions based on cost-benefit ana-
lysis. This is due to the creation of general comparison tool, in order to meet
the objective. The objective is to create a set of general recommendations for
the backup in SMEs applying both technological and managerial dimension
terms.
First will be introduced the cost and benefit factors of backup solutions.
Second will be presented a mathematical model. Third will be described how
the individual components of the model are calculated. Fourth will be created
a tool for calculation of mathematical model. Then will be utilized the model
to different types of businesses within SMEs using different types of backup
solutions and the tool will be used for evaluating the precise numbers. Finally,
based on the previous results, will be created a set of general recommendations
for the backup in SMEs applying both technological and managerial dimension
terms.
2.1 The scope of the analysis
The analysis includes the following items:
• Small and medium-sized enterprises
• Public cloud backup storage within three CPS leaders:
– Amazon Web Services
– Google Cloud Storage
– Azure Storage
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solutions
• Data backup on a storage media such as SSD and HDD
The analysis excludes the followings items:
• Private cloud: because building our own private cloud, using managed
hosting, or colocation environment is not suitable for SMEs that wants
an off-site environment used for data backup [2], [71], [72] and [73].
• Optic media: because optical medium with WORM technology is de-
signed mainly for archiving.
• Tape media: because of the higher price of tape library it is not suitable
for small companies.
2.2 The cost and benefit factors of backup
solutions
Cost factors
All cost factors mentioned in the analysis of the data center [1] and [2] can
also be apply for SMEs. However, some of these factors are meaningless due
to a small value. In contrast, new cloud cost factors were added because of the
new pricing models by CSP (AWS, Google and Azure) which are constantly
changing.
Prerequisites for the analysis assumes that the company already has a
basic IT equipment, including production servers, the underlying network in-
frastructure (switches and routers) and cooling (air conditioner) in a dedicated
area. Therefore, there is no need to buy new network devices due to one or
a few additional devices on the network (backup storage), air conditioners or
facility.
In that case, the cost factors could be categorized into five groups. Two of
them, hardware and electricity are on-premises cost factors. The third cloud
service is a cloud cost factor and the last two software and labor belongs to
both on-premises and cloud cost factors (see the following table 2.1).
Hardware: is the most expensive group in on-premises. It consists purchase
price of the storage server, disks and additional HW, such as uninterruptible
power supply (UPS) or network components. Disks are separated due to the
great acquisition cost and in some network-attached storage (NAS), we must
purchase them separately.
Electricity: The power usage in the SMEs is not that significant as in
data center cases, but it will also be included into the analysis to not favor a
local solution compared to the cloud. Electricity consumption is divided into
two groups: electrical consumption for electronic devices and for cooling those
electronic devices which produce heat.
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Labor: comprises wages for IT specialist who work mainly on maintaining
hardware, but also software. The cost of maintenance SW falls under both
on-premises and cloud category (e.g. operating system (OS) of the storage
server is on-premises, WAN optimization is cloud while backup and restore
SW falls under both categories).
Software: includes the purchase price of software and additional licenses,
especially the backup and restore software, but the missing OS and WAN op-
timization SW can also be included. This group falls under both on-premises
and cloud cost factors depending on the type of software.
Cloud service: Cost factors for cloud backup storage are not just about
choosing a storage class with its capacity, but it includes other additional
cost factors that are tied to the cloud storage and its use. Second cost factor
emerges from network usage when we transfer the data out of the cloud stor-
age (egress) into our own local storage or different CSP, in some cases there
are even charges for data transfer within the same CSP. Other cost factors
besides cloud storage are operations performed in cloud storage. Within the
three leading CPS are those operations divided to three groups, one of them
associated with delete request is free of charge. For generalization, the other
two groups are named class operations A (with a representative PUT) and
class operations B (with a representative GET). The operation falling within
these groups vary depending on the CSP. Regarding cool and cold data stor-
age, extra operation fees are added because of the lower price for storage and a
commitment to keep the data in the storage for a specified amount of time. We
incur additional cost factors for data access namely data retrieval and early
deletion. Another cost factor for cool Azure storage only is data write. Fur-
thermore, other price factors are the data transfer acceleration in and out of
the CSP. AWS offers this service directly, or we can use any third-party WAN
optimization software which is integrated with our CSP. Another way to trans-
fer especially large amount of data on oﬄine media is import/export service.
AWS provides a service called AWS Snowball, Azure offers Import/Export, as
for Google import/export we can use a third-party service provider. Finally,
the need for more bandwidth can arise with the use of cloud services. So, the
last cost factor is an additional cost for internet connectivity.
Benefit factors
Benefit factors of data backup storage were found from the analysis of para-
meters in each individual media type to data backup storage analysis as a
whole from the point of view of both local and remote solutions. The benefit
factors are: performance, availability, durability, reliability, security, scalabil-
ity, capacity, off-site data protection, manageability, accessibility and provided
features.
Performance: Data storage performance is composed of the access time to
data/storage (latency), data transfer rate (throughput) and time needed by
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Table 2.1: Overview of cost factors.
Cost factor scope Group Cost factors
On-premises
Hardware
Storage server
Disks
Additional HW
Electricity Electronic devicesCooling
Labor HW maintenance
On-premises and cloud SW maintenance
Software Software
Cloud Cloud service
Cloud storage
Class A operations
Class B operations
Data transfer out (egress)
Data retrieval
Early deletion
Data write
Data transfer in acceleration
Data transfer out acceleration
Import
Export
Internet connectivity
storage to perform both input and output operations (IOPS).
Availability, durability and reliability: The higher reliability parameters is
the higher availability and durability our system has. The difference between
availability and durability is that availability is given by a number of redund-
ant HW components and durability is given by a number of copies of our data
[74].
Security: is divided into two groups. Physical security of the facility, or
a room where the data is stored and the way the data is stored or transfer.
The question of whether our data is encrypted with a strong secure cipher is
especially important when storing data remotely over the unprotected public
network. To check the security of service providers we can look at provider
compliance to see which security standards the provider meets (e.g. ISO 27001,
ISO 27017, ISO 27018).
Scalability: In the case of scalability of the data backup system there are
two questions to consider. Is it possible to scale our data backup storage up,
or out? How difficult is it to scale our data backup storage? Where is scale
out more important, because if we do not use complex optimization techniques
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such as data deduplication, we do not need to scale up, but over time as the
data to be backed up is growing the need to scale out is likely to arise.
Off-site data protection (vaulting): is the benefit of storing data off-site in
a secure facility to protect our local data against disaster.
Manageability: determines how easy it is to manage or control our data
backup storage. For comparison, we can ask the following questions. Do I
need additional knowledge to access or control the data backup storage with
a backup software or via console? How difficult is it to set up and maintain
the data backup in the backup management? How efficiently can I monitor
the data backup storage?
Accessibility: determines the accessibility of our data backup solution (e.g.
We can access the storage from everywhere, home, or just from work network).
Provided features: is a list of features the data backup storage or backup
software provides. It can be the integration of well-known service providers or
our existing architecture, a level of automation (manual vs automatic backup),
offered backup options (incremental, full, synthetic), backup optimization
(data compression, data deduplication, transfer acceleration), graphical in-
terface or encryption.
Evaluation of cost-benefit factors
In this subsection, individual cost and benefit factors will be evaluated from
the point of view of SME. The evaluation of cost-benefit factors is important
for the comparison between local, cloud and hybrid data backup solutions. For
this, all parameters must be converted to a common unit. As the common
unit (currency), the US dollar was chosen because it is the most used currency
in the world and the thesis is written in English.
The evaluation of cost factors is trivial. Cost factors can be found in US
dollars, so for comparison, we will only take the value, add it to the total cost
and finally, compare the whole. The only problem is that certain factors are
associated with a qualified estimate (e.g. storage usage in terms of operations).
The evaluation of benefit factors is more complex, considering that indi-
vidual benefits are usually only parts of the purchased data backup solution,
so we cannot take the total cost of it. Therefore, in this subsection, we will try
to examine the individual benefit parameters and evaluate their importance
in terms of involvement in the mathematical model in the following section
2.3.
The most important benefit parameters in the mathematical model in-
cludes: performance, availability and durability. Performance parameters are
directly linked to the disaster recovery (DR) parameters RPO and RTO. These
parameters are well known DR parameters which allow us to compare the
individual backup solutions. The comparison of individual performance para-
meters is pointless because the overall performance is governed by the slowest
part of the system (bottleneck). Availability is another important parameter.
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Our backup storage should be available whenever we need to access it, other-
wise, our RPO and RTO will increase. Finally, durability comes in line when
we access the data expecting that no data will be damaged or lost. How to
calculate these benefit parameters will be shown in the following section 2.4.
Other benefit parameters: security, scalability, accessibility and off-site
data protection are important as well, so why not include these parameters in
the mathematical model? First, these parameters are difficult to evaluate and
second, there is no reason to do that. In the case of security, certified CSPs
always provide a higher level of physical security than SMEs, but there is no
need for a higher security level of data backup in SMEs when our production
data does not reach the same level of security. Meanwhile, encryption of data
to communicate with the remote facility is not an advantage but a standard.
Scalability is again simpler and easier in cloud solutions, but limited scalability
offered by local solutions are sufficient for SMEs needs. In accessibility, both
solutions cloud and local can be accessed from anywhere if required. Off-site
data protection is an important benefit factor that we should look for if we
want to meet the backup recommendation (see the 3-2-1 rule in section 1.7).
This is another benefit of cloud solutions, and in case we only have on-site
backup solution we should consider simultaneously storing the data off-site.
The last two benefit factors: manageability and provided feature are more
connected with SW than with the backup solution since their evaluation is
reflected in cost factor maintenance, so we do not need to evaluate them
separately.
The cloud solutions are superior in most of the benefit factors, however,
in most cases we can achieve the desired goal even with local solutions. This
suggests that if we do not find an unambiguous winner, we should prefer the
cloud solution over the local solution.
2.3 The cost-benefit model design
Model context
The context of our mathematical model considers all types of companies from
SMEs to large enterprises that are thinking about the optimal backup solution
which may be either a local, cloud or hybrid solution as shown in the following
figure 2.1.
Mathematical model
The proposed mathematical model is a type of nonlinear optimization that is
used to find the optimal backup solution. The optimal solution is a solution
where cost is minimal and parameters are meeting the requirements (goals)
specified by the SMEs. This relationship was chosen because the price is
often the most important decision making factor, yet also includes qualitative
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factors. The nonlinearity is given by benefit parameters that prevails for either
local or cloud solutions.
Figure 2.1: The context of mathematical model.
SMEsLarge Enterprises
Hybrid
Local Backup
Public cloud 
service providers
The objective function of the nonlinear program is worded as follows:
Minimize Cost for certain Availability, RPO, RTO and Durability.
Mathematical notation is shown in the following formula 2.1. And graph-
ical interpretation with the indicated feasible region is shown in the following
figure 2.2.
Objective function:
Minimize :
m∑
i=1
CLixi +
n∑
j=1
CCjyj +
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
(Lijzij)
Subject to :
m∑
i=1
CLixi +
n∑
j=1
CCjyj +
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
(Lijzij) ≤ B
0 ≤ CRPO ≤ (CDL ∧B)
0 ≤ CRTO ≤ (CSD ∧B)
0 ≤ CA ≤ B
0 ≤ CD ≤ B
CLi ≥ 0, CCj ≥ 0, Lij ≥ 0 ; 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n
xi, yj , zij ∈ {0, 1}
(2.1)
Where:
• CLi: Cost of Local backup system (see next section 2.4).
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• CCj : Cost of Cloud backup system (see next section 2.4).
• CDL: Cost of Data Loss (see next section 2.4).
• CSD: Cost of System Downtime (see next section 2.4).
• CRPO: Cost of RPO (see next section 2.4).
• CRTO: Cost of RTO (see next section 2.4).
• CA: Cost of Availability (see next section 2.4).
• CD: Cost of Durability (see next section 2.4).
• Lij : The link cost between (i, j), i, j ∈ N .
• xi: The binary variable indicating whether at i is a local backup solution
or not.
• yj : The binary variable indicating whether at j is a cloud backup solution
or not.
• zij : The binary variable indicating whether is dedicated link between
our building at i and cloud at j or not.
• B: Our Budget, dedicated money for backup solution.
2.4 Description of cost-benefit model
In this subsection, we will see methods on how to simply approximate the
calculation of each individual component from the model 2.3. These methods
are intended for general use. The methods are approximate because there are
too many variables in total within the variety of companies.
Cost of Local and Cloud backup system
The cost of the local backup system is calculated by the sum of all the in-
dividual items belonging to cost factors within on-premises scope (see table
2.1).
The cost of the cloud backup system is calculated by the sum of all the
individual items belonging to the cost factors within cloud scope (see table
2.1).
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Figure 2.2: The graphical interpretation of mathematical model.
Cost of system downtime
According to the research report [75], the cost of system downtime consists of
nine categories, ordered from the most expensive category (Business disrup-
tion) to the least expensive category (Third parties):
• Business disruption: The cost associated with business disruption, which
includes reputation damages and customer churn, represents the most
expensive cost category.
• Lost revenue: The total revenue loss from customers and potential cus-
tomers because of their inability to access core systems during the outage
period.
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• End-user productivity: The lost time and related expenses associated
with end-user downtime.
• IT productivity: The lost time and related expenses associated with IT
personnel downtime.
• Detection: Activities associated with the initial discovery and subsequent
investigation of the partial or complete outage incident.
• Recovery: Activities and associated costs that relate to bringing the
organization’s networks and core system back to a state of readiness.
• Equipment repair & replacement: The cost of equipment new purchases
and repairs, including refurbishment.
• Ex-post activities: All after-the-fact incidental costs associated with
business disruption and recovery.
• Third parties: The cost of contractors, consultants, auditors and other
specialists engaged to help resolve unplanned outage.
Calculation the cost of each category
It is not easy to find out the true cost of business disruption (consequences),
for that we would need a long history of data and still it would be inaccur-
ate. But since it is the most valuable category impacting the overall cost of
system downtime in certain cases, we should make at least a rough estimate.
Remember that if our company is oriented in an industry segment, such as
communication, e-commerce or banking, then this company will be heavily
affected by this category.
Estimation of the total cost in this category consists of lost customers
and lost reputation (see equation 2.2).
Cost of lost customers = TNC ∗ LV C ∗ ILC
Cost of lost reputation = TPC ∗ LV C ∗ ILR
Cost of business disruption = LV C ∗ (TNC ∗ ILC + TPC ∗ ILR)
(2.2)
Where:
• TNC : Total Number of Customers.
• TPC : Total number of Potential Customers.
• LV C : Lifetime Value of Customer (e.g. how much money a customer
spends in our e-shop).
• ILC : Impact on the Loss of Customers in percentage (Percentage of
customers who are permanently lost, e.g. their loyalty is low, so they go
to the competitor.)
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• ILR: Impact on the Loss of Reputation in percentage.
As we can see, these values are mostly just educated guesses or plausible
ranges, except the total number of customers and their lifetime value, which
we can get from our long history of data.
Lost revenue depends a lot on how your organization makes money and
is estimated by the following equation 2.3.
Revenue cost per day = average revenue per day ∗ IR
= ( GR
TBD
) ∗ IR
TBD = business days per week ∗ weeks per year
(2.3)
Where:
• GR: Gross yearly Revenue.
• TBD: Total yearly Business Days.
• LV C : Lifetime Value of Customer (e.g. how much money a customer
spends in our e-shop).
• IR: Revenue Impact in percentage (Percentage of Revenue affected by
downtime). Its value is just educated guess or plausible range.
Revenue impact is affected by business orientation. If our business is
project-oriented, we are not that dependent on server uptime (the value is
closer to 0 %). On the other hand, e-commerce business is highly dependent
on server uptime (the value is closer to 100 %).
If the case is e-commerce usually running 24/7, then the TBD is regularly
365 (days). Consider that most orders may arrive in a certain time range
(8-14 hours), depending on the business region (international or national).
End-user productivity and IT productivity will be included in one
group called Lost productivity (see the equation 2.4), because nowadays
most people work with computers and information systems so both categories
have common characteristics.
Productivity cost per day = TNE ∗ employee cost per day ∗ IE
= ( total cost of employee salaries and benefits per year
TWD
) ∗ IE
= TNE ∗ (ESB
TWD
) ∗ IE
TWD = working days per week ∗ weeks per year
(2.4)
Where:
• ESB: Average Employee Salary with Benefits per year.
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• TNE : Total Number of Employees dependent on IT system.
• TWD: Total yearly Working Days.
• IE : Employee Impact in percentage (Percentage of Employees affected
by downtime). Its value is just educated guess or plausible range.
The remaining categories (activities) such as detection, recovery, equip-
ment repair & replacement, ex-post activities and third parties will
be included in one group called Cost to recover (see the equation 2.5). This
is due to reason that in SMEs most of these activities are done by one man
or one single IT department or resolved by a third party (outsourced).
Cost to recover = NIE ∗ EIDBR ∗ TLI + NEE ∗ EEDBR ∗ TLE (2.5)
Where:
• EIDBR: Average cost of Internal Employee who is responsible for Data
Backup and Recovery per hour.
• EEDBR: Average cost of External Employee who is responsible for Data
Backup and Recovery per hour.
• NIE : Number of Internal Employees responsible for system recovery.
• NEE : Number of External Employees responsible for system recovery.
• TLI : Total Labor hours of an Internal employee engaged in IT required
to detect and recover the system.
• TLE : Total Labor hours of an External employee engaged in IT required
to detect and recover the system.
Cost of the system downtime If we put together the previous equations
2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5, we will get the following estimate for the cost of the system
downtime, which tends to be conservative. The first part of the equation 2.6
is in days, since we do not calculate non-working/business hours facing system
downtime.
CSD =(revenue cost per day + productivity cost per day)∗
DSD + cost to recover + cost of business disruption
=(( GR
TBD
) ∗ IR + TNE ∗ ESB
TWD
∗ IE) ∗DSD + NIE ∗ EIDBR ∗ TLI+
NEE ∗ EEDBR ∗ TLE + LV C ∗ (TNC ∗ ILC + TPC ∗ ILR)
(2.6)
Where:
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• CSD: Cost of the System Downtime.
• DSD: Duration of System Downtime in days (to use different units, just
divide the number by the exact constant to get a day, hours24 ;
minutes
1440 ;
seconds
86400 ).
• EIDBR: Average cost of Internal Employee who is responsible for Data
Backup and Recovery per hour.
• EEDBR: Average cost of External Employee who is responsible for Data
Backup and Recovery per hour.
• ESB: Average Employee Salary with Benefits per year.
• GR: Gross yearly Revenue.
• IE : Employee Impact in percentage (Percentage of Employees affected
by downtime). Its value is just educated guess or plausible range.
• ILC : Impact on the Loss of Customers in percentage (Percentage of
customers who are permanently lost, e.g. their loyalty is low, so they go
to the competitor.)
• ILR: Impact on the Loss of Reputation in percentage.
• IR: Revenue Impact in percentage (Percentage of Revenue affected by
downtime). Its value is just educated guess or plausible range.
• LV C : Lifetime Value of Customer (e.g. how much money a customer
spends in our e-shop).
• NIE : Number of Internal Employees responsible for system recovery.
• NEE : Number of External Employees responsible for system recovery.
• TBD: Total yearly Business Days.
• TLI : Total Labor hours of an Internal employee engaged in IT required
to detect and recover the system.
• TLE : Total Labor hours of an External employee engaged in IT required
to detect and recover the system.
• TNE : Total Number of Employees dependent on IT system.
• TNC : Total Number of Customers.
• TPC : Total number of Potential Customers.
• TWD: Total yearly Working Days.
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Cost of data loss
Assume that everyone makes at least some kind of data backup, because if
there were any unexpected disasters with no data backup, it would be the end
of our company.
The cost of data loss has the same part of an equation as the cost of
system downtime (see previous subsection 2.4) with a minor modification. The
equation consists of lost revenue, lost productivity, a cost to recover
and data loss.
The loss of revenue could arise due to the missing part of the database
with goods, so in our e-shop, there will be some missing items that customers
cannot buy thus our revenue is lost.
The loss of productivity in the workplace is due to waiting for data to be
recovered from the data backup.
If we are using a public cloud for data backup, we must extend the cost to
recover (in the case of data loss, the cost to data restore) with the payment
for data transferred from the cloud (outbound traffic).
Data loss
Data loss is a new part of the equation. Data are divided into two groups: non-
restorable and restorable. The restoration cost is mentioned in the previous
subsection 2.4. In this section, the estimation of price non-restorable data will
be introduced.
According to the report [76], data in our company can be divided into four
categories: corporate data, customer data, transaction data and personally
identifiable data. I will divide those data into two categories: data we can
rebuild (corporate data) and data we cannot rebuild or the rebuild is complic-
ated (customer data, transaction data and personally identifiable data).
Data we can rebuild are corporate data. Data created by employees, so
if we lose those data we can recreate them again. The following equation 2.7
tells us how to estimate the cost of those data.
Cost of data rebuild = TNE ∗ (ESB
TWD
) ∗ IE ∗ TLB (2.7)
Where:
• ESB: Average Employee Salary with Benefits per year.
• TNE : Total Number of Employees dependent on IT system.
• TWD: Total yearly Working Days.
• IE : Employee Impact in percentage (Percentage of Employees affected
by data loss). Its value is just educated guess or plausible range.
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• TLB: Time since the last backup in days (to use different units, just di-
vide the number by the exact constant to get a day, hours24 ;
minutes
1440 ;
seconds
86400 ).
Data we cannot rebuild are customer data, transaction data and personally
identifiable data. Estimation of the total cost of those categories consists of
data lost, lost customers and lost reputation. According to the report [77], the
average global cost of a data breach per lost or stolen record was $158 and the
more records are lost, the higher the cost of the data breach is. Estimation of
lost customers and lost reputation was presented in the previous subsection
2.4, the cost of data loss is shown in the following equations 2.8.
Cost of lost records = CRL ∗ TRL
Cost of lost customers = TNC ∗ LV C ∗ ILC
Cost of lost reputation = TPC ∗ LV C ∗ ILR
(2.8)
Where:
• CRL: Average cost of Record Lost.
• TRL: Total Number of Record Lost.
Overall cost of data loss
By the connection of previous equations 2.7 and 2.8, we get the following
estimation for the overall cost of data loss (see equation 2.9).
CDL =(revenue cost per day + productivity cost per day)∗
DDR + cost to recover + cost of data lost
=(( GR
TBD
) ∗ IR + TNE ∗ ESB
TWD
∗ IE) ∗DDR + NIE ∗ EIDBR ∗ TLI+
NEE ∗ EEDBR ∗ TLE + ADT ∗ price per GB+
TNE ∗ (ESB
TWD
) ∗ IE ∗ TLB + CRL ∗ TRL + LV C ∗ (TNC ∗ ILC + TPC ∗ ILR)
(2.9)
Where:
• ADT : Amount of Data Transferred from cloud to on-premises, other
cloud service provider, or other zone in GB.
• CDL: Cost of the Data Loss.
• CRL: Average cost of Record Lost.
• DDR: Duration of Data Recovery in days (to use different units, just di-
vide the number by the exact constant to get a day, hours24 ;
minutes
1440 ;
seconds
86400 ).
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• EIDBR: Average cost of Internal Employee who is responsible for Data
Backup and Recovery per hour.
• EEDBR: Average cost of External Employee who is responsible for Data
Backup and Recovery per hour.
• ESB: Average Employee Salary with Benefits per year.
• GR: Gross yearly Revenue.
• IE : Employee Impact in percentage (Percentage of Employees affected
by data loss). Its value is just educated guess or plausible range.
• ILC : Impact on the Loss of Customers in percentage (Percentage of
customers who are permanently lost, e.g. their loyalty is low, so they go
to the competitor.)
• ILR: Impact on the Loss of Reputation in percentage.
• IR: Revenue Impact in percentage (Percentage of Revenue affected by
data loss). Its value is just educated guess or plausible range.
• LV C : Lifetime Value of Customer (e.g. how much money a customer
spends in our e-shop).
• NIE : Number of Internal Employees responsible for data backup and
recovery.
• NEE : Number of External Employees responsible for Data Backup and
Recovery.
• TBD: Total yearly Business Days.
• TLB: Time since the last backup in days (to use different units, just di-
vide the number by the exact constant to get a day, hours24 ;
minutes
1440 ;
seconds
86400 ).
• TLI : Total Labor hours of an Internal employee engaged in IT required
to detect and restore the data.
• TLE : Total Labor hours of an External employee engaged in IT required
to detect and restore the data.
• TNE : Total Number of Employees dependent on IT system.
• TNC : Total Number of Customers.
• TPC : Total number of Potential Customers.
• TRL: Total Number of Record Lost.
• TWD: Total yearly Working Days.
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Cost of RTO
The cost of RTO is the cost required to achieve a certain RTO assuming that
we do not have to buy a new equipment (component such as CPU, ram and
disk of failed system). In that case, the cost of RTO is calculated by the
following equation 2.10.
CRTO =CSC + CBSW + CEDR + CDT + CSR + CANR+
NIE ∗ EIDBR ∗ TLI + NEE ∗ EEDBR ∗ TLE
(2.10)
Where:
• CANR: Cost of Additional Network Resources is important to achieve
certain RTO (e.g. network bandwidth and WAN acceleration).
• CBSW : Cost of Backup Software.
• CDT : Cost of Data Transfer, charges associated with retrieving off-site
data (e.g. in cloud it is outbound traffic = amount of data transferred
from the cloud*price per GB, or shipping the storage media stored off-
site).
• CSC : Cost of data backup Storage with certain Capacity. It includes
the cost of both local and cloud solution.
• CSR: Cost of Storage Requests. In the case of cloud, we must pay for
retrieval operations (GET operation).
• CRTO: Cost of RTO.
• EIDBR: Average cost of Internal Employee who is responsible for Data
Backup and Recovery per hour.
• EEDBR: Average cost of External Employee who is responsible for Data
Backup and Recovery per hour.
• NIE : Number of Internal Employees responsible for data backup and
recovery.
• NEE : Number of External Employees responsible for data backup and
recovery.
• TLI : Total Labor hours of an Internal employee engaged in IT required
to detect and restore the data.
• TLE : Total Labor hours of an External employee engaged in IT required
to detect and restore the data.
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Cost of RPO
The cost of RPO is defined as the cost required to achieve certain RPO. RPO is
affected mainly by frequency of data backups, but also by bandwidth, backup
storage performance and a load of our system. Decreasing traditional RPO
with the value of one day, would lead to a backup during the working hours.
For that we would need additional resources to not affect our employees who
are working on a server that is backed up. Evaluating those additional re-
sources can be challenging, but it is variable, which appears in both cases,
local and cloud backup, so for the final comparison we can ignore this value.
Lower RPO leads to a higher number of backups and hence to greater storage
capacity needs. For off-site backup, it is possible that our internet connection
is insufficient to transfer all data in a certain time to meet the RPO. In that
case, we must invest to additional network resources and not forget the addi-
tional cloud fees for operations. When we put all these parameters together
along with the price for the backup SW, we get the following equation 2.11.
CRPO = CSC + CBSW + CSR + CASR + CANR (2.11)
Where:
• CASR: Cost of Additional System Resources for a non-backup environ-
ment, data backup storage is excluded (e.g. CPU and RAM).
• CANR: Cost of Additional Network Resources is important to achieve
certain RPO (e.g. network bandwidth and WAN acceleration).
• CBSW : Cost of Backup Software.
• CSC : Cost of data backup Storage with certain Capacity. It includes
the cost of both local and cloud solution.
• CSR: Cost of Storage Requests. In the case of cloud, we must pay for
an insertion of each object (PUT operation).
• CRPO: Cost of RPO.
Cost of availability
The cost of availability will be defined as the cost required to achieve a certain
availability (for more information on how to calculate system availability see
section 1.5). This is calculated by the following equation 2.12.
CA = CSC(A) (2.12)
Where:
• CA: Cost of Availability.
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• A: is the percentage of Availability.
• CSC(A): Cost of data backup Storage with certain Capacity achieving
certain Availability. It includes the cost of both local and cloud solution.
Cost of durability
The cost of durability will be defined as the cost required to achieve a certain
durability (for more information on how to calculate system durability see
section 1.6).
Durability is affected primarily by the number of copies, the rebuild time
and the reliability of the storage medium (AFR, URE). All of these parameters
are related to the data storage and since the total number of copies affects the
capacity of the media or the number of media, the cost of durability equals
the cost of data backup storage with a certain capacity (see following equation
2.13).
CD = CSC(D) (2.13)
Where:
• CD: Cost of Durability.
• D: is the percentage of Durability.
• CSC : Cost of data backup Storage with certain Capacity achieving cer-
tain Durability. It includes the cost of both local and cloud solution.
2.5 Data backup comparison tool
Excel tool named Data Backup Comparison Tool.xlsx was created for math-
ematical model evaluation. This tool is designed to perform a cost-benefit
analysis of data backup solutions for small and medium-sized enterprises. The
tool is used to compare on-premises data backup solutions with cloud data
backup solutions in terms of total cost of ownership and benefits arising from
business impact analysis. The results from the analysis of on-premises and
cloud data backup storage are combined into a hybrid data backup solution
and can be used to compare the hybrid solution separately.
Each sheet in Excel serves to evaluate an individual parameter from the
mathematical model (see formula 2.1). These individual results are then com-
bined into the final sheet which shows an overview of all parameters along
with graphical comparison and resulting recommendations.
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2.6 Analysis of SMEs
For simplicity, I assume that business data is stored either on a shared storage
or on an information system that runs on virtual servers. Therefore, it is
important that the backup products support backing up shared storage and
virtual servers. In the analysis, these data sources are merged into one and
thus an important parameter: the total size of the backed up data. This
parameter is important because the size of the company is not correlated
to the total size the data company has. Therefore, it will be used to divide
businesses within the SMEs.
All prices in Czech crowns during the calculation were converted to US
dollars at the rate of 1 USD = 24 CZK.
Model Company 1
It is a medium-sized non-IT company with typical IT background (applica-
tion servers, workstations, shared storages and databases) with the following
information:
• Number of employees: 225
• Total size of the backed up data: 18 TB
• Internet connection speed: 1 000 Mb/s
• Data retention: 4 weeks
• RPO: 20 hours
• RTO: 36 hours
• Availability: 99.5%
• Durability: 99.99%
The total storage size was estimated to 66 TB, including compressed data,
with no data deduplication, four incremental backups and one full backup a
week with a ten percent data growth a year and three years of the refresh
cycle.
For an on-premises storage server, we selected NAS DiskStation DS2415+,
with a 6 TB Enterprise Capacity 3.5 HDD from Seagate in RAID 10 config-
uration, thanks to its many disks and large storage size. As a cloud storage
class we selected Nearline Storage.
Although data growth and retrieval cost, which is the most expensive item
in cloud storage, was not included in the cloud solution’s overall price the on-
premises data backup solution still clearly won the price in comparison with
the cloud (see figure 2.3). The only way cloud backup solution can compete
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with on-premises in the case of this model company is to by applying data
deduplication with a ration of at least 4:1.
If we look at the objectives, on-premises data storage does not meet durab-
ility objective in RAID 10 configuration with two disks in a mirror, although
in RAID 6 configuration all objectives are met. On the other hand, Nearline
Storage with its only 99% availability does not meet availability objective
specified in SLA.
Figure 2.3: Model company 1: cost comparison of on-premises and cloud
storage.
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Yearly Cost Comparison
A new comparison of all storage types that meet the objectives, along with
the hybrid, is shown in the figure 2.4 and 2.5 As we can see, the hybrid solution
is significantly cheaper than on-premises and cloud solution and offers more
benefits at the forefront of meeting the backup recommendation 3-2-1 (see
subsection 1.7).
Figure 2.4: Model company 1: cost comparison of improved on-premises and
cloud storage.
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Yearly Cost Comparison
The hybrid solution consists of DiskStation DS716+ with four 8 TB disks
in RAID 10 configuration and Nearline storage. Backups from the first week
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Figure 2.5: Model company 1: cost of hybrid storage.
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are stored on-premises and the following three weeks of backups are stored in
the Nearline storage.
In model company 1, if we want to save money even at the cost of not
meeting the objective, we should stay with the on-premises solution. Other-
wise, I recommend going into a hybrid solution that meets all objectives and
backup recommendation 3-2-1.
Model Company 2
It is a medium-sized non-IT company with typical IT background (applica-
tion servers, workstations, shared storages and databases) with the following
information:
• Number of employees: 100
• Total size of the backed up data: 5 TB
• Internet connection speed: 250 Mb/s
• Data retention: 4 weeks
• RPO: 24 hours
• RTO: 36 hours
• Availability: 99.5%
• Durability: 99.99%
The total storage size was estimated to 18 TB, including compressed data,
with no data deduplication, four incremental backups and one full backup a
week with a ten percent data growth a year and three years of the refresh
cycle.
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For an on-premises storage server we selected NAS DiskStation DS1817+,
with a 6 TB Enterprise Capacity 3.5 HDD from Seagate in RAID 6 configur-
ation. As a cloud storage class we selected Nearline Storage.
When comparing the price of on-premises and cloud solution without re-
trieval cost the cost is comparable (see figure 2.6), however with retrieval cost
the cloud solution is more expensive. On-premises meets all objectives. If we
would want in cloud storage to meet the availability objective we would have
to change storage class, which is again costly.Therefore on-premises is a more
appropriate solution.
Figure 2.6: Model company 2: cost comparison of on-premises and cloud
storage.
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A hybrid solution cost is shown in figure 2.7. As we can see the cost is
higher than in case of on-premises, but it offers more benefits at the forefront
of meeting the backup recommendation 3-2-1.
Figure 2.7: Model company 2: cost of hybrid storage.
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The hybrid solution consists of DiskStation DS716+ with two 10 TB disks
in RAID 1 configuration and nearline storage. Backups from the first week
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are stored on-premises and the following three weeks of backups are stored in
the Nearline storage.
In model company 2, the most suitable solution is on-premises. However,
if we want a more robust solution and we do not mind the higher price, we
can choose a hybrid solution instead.
Model Company 3
It is a small e-commerce company. Everything is running on-site because e-
shop is large and needs higher performance than shared web hosting offers.
The system consists of an email client, a web server and a database. Further
information about the company is as follows:
• Number of employees: 15
• Total size of the backed up data: 650 GB
• Internet connection speed: 100 Mb/s
• Data retention: 2 weeks
• RPO: 4 hours
• RTO: 24 hours
• Availability: 99.9%
• Durability: 99.99%
The total storage size was estimated to 2 TB, including compressed data, with
no data deduplication, six incremental backups a day, four times a week and
one full backup a week with a ten percent data growth a year and four years
of the refresh cycle.
For an on-premises storage server we selected NAS DiskStation DS716+II,
with a 2 TB IronWolf PRO from Seagate, due to insufficient durability with a
2 TB IronWolf, in RAID 1 configuration. As a cloud storage class we selected
GCS Regional, due to the need for higher availability.
Both, on-premises and cloud storage, meet the objective. As we can see
in the figure 2.8 in the current configuration the cloud storage is cheaper and
outweigh on-premises benefits especially in terms of scalability and durability.
The hybrid solution has not been compared, as the amount of data is small
therefore it is clearly not worth investing in the local storage together with
the cloud.
In model company 3 the cloud data backup storage is the winner in all the
cost-benefit factors, so we should go to the cloud.
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Figure 2.8: Model company 3: cost comparison of on-premises and cloud
storage.
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Model Company 4
It is IT startup developing a web application. We assume that for some reason
we do not want to use the cloud for all our data or applications so we have
some data on-site needed to be backed up. Further information about the
company is as follows:
• Number of employees: 6
• Total size of the backed up data: 100 GB
• Internet connection speed: 100 Mb/s
• Data retention: 2 weeks
• RPO: 12 hours
• RTO: 24 hours
• Availability: 99%
• Durability: 99.99%
The total storage size was estimated to 200 GB, including compressed data,
with no data deduplication, eight incremental backups and one full backup a
week with a ten percent data growth a year and four years of the refresh cycle.
For an on-premises storage server we selected NAS DiskStation DS716+II,
with a 1 TB IronWolf from Seagate, due to a disk compatibility with NAS, in
RAID 1 configuration. As a cloud storage class we selected Nearline Storage.
The cloud solution, unlike the on-premises, meets all the objectives and it
is much cheaper (see figure 2.9), due to poor on-premises scalability with such
a small amount of data. The hybrid solution has not been considered, as the
cloud solution itself is entirely sufficient.
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Figure 2.9: Model company 4: cost comparison of on-premises and cloud
storage.
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In model company 4 the cloud data backup storage is the winner in all the
cost-benefit factors, so we should go to the cloud.
2.7 Results
Choice of backup solution depends on many factors and cannot be simply
generalized. For a more accurate result, we should always make own analysis
of our specific business environment (for that reason we can use the presented
cost-benefit analysis tool in section 2.5). However, during the cost-benefit ana-
lysis in the previous section 2.6 we managed to make some general conclusions
and recommendations.
Set of general recommendations for the backup in SMEs
Storing data in the cloud itself is cheaper than storing data on-premises. But
if we add costly charges associated with moving data out of the cloud and
optimization of data transfer, the cloud solution becomes more expensive.
This problem can be solved by a hybrid solution.
In a small amount of data, despite the expensive fees associated with data
retrieval, the cloud pays off, especially due to its scalability and durability.
Furthermore, the benefits of an on-premises solution begin to prevail. And for
a large amount of data, it is best to go into a hybrid solution, due to a 3-2-1
rule.
Set of general recommendations for the backup in SMEs based on the
total data size stored in the storage is shown in the following table 2.2. The
recommendations take into account only backup types that meet the objectives
and are comparable among themselves in terms of cost and benefits. However,
if hybrid solution is recommended, we should choose hybrid backup since it
combines the benefits of both on-premises and cloud and meets the 3-2-1 rule.
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Table 2.2: Set of general recommendations for backup in SMEs.
Total storage size Recommendation Explanation
< 2.5 TB Cloud It is cheap and it offers more benefits than on-premises (especially scalability and durability).
〈2.5 TB; 5 TB)
Cloud Decision depends on specific company and its
On-premises objectives.1
Hybrid
〈5 TB; 10 TB) On-premises Choose on-premises to save budget.Hybrid Otherwise choose hybrid.
〈10 TB; 40 TB〉 On-premises In a sufficient RAID 6 configuration it is cheaperthan other solutions and it meets all objectives.
> 40 TB Hybrid Although the price is comparable to an on-premises, the hybrid offers more benefits.
1 The factors most influencing the decision are: number of recovery per year, data backup
objectives, storage class type, internet bandwidth and data deduplication.
2.8 Summary
In the previous chapter, a cost-benefit analysis of hybrid cloud backup for
SMEs was performed. The analysis proceeded as follows. First, we defined
the scope of the analysis. Second, we presented the cost and benefit factors
of data backup and used them to design a mathematical model. Third, we
created a tool for a calculation of the mathematical model. Then, we used
the created tool for an analysis of four SMEs differing mainly according to the
total size of the data to be backed up. Finally, we introduced a set of general
recommendations for the backup in SMEs based on previous results.
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Chapter 3
Data backup in the Czech
Republic
In this chapter, a practical test of backup products available in the Czech
Republic will be performed to verify the results of cost-benefit analysis from
the previous chapter. Based on the results of testing, a new recommendation
for backing up in SMEs in the Czech Republic will be presented.
First, the research of existing backup products that allow performing a
backup of data to a cloud environment suitable for SMEs in the Czech Republic
will be performed. Then, found backup products will be tested within available
resources. Finally, based on the previous testing a set of new recommendations
for the backup in SMEs in Czech Republic applying both technological and
managerial dimension terms will be presented.
3.1 Research of existing products in the Czech
Republic
Product requirements
When choosing a backup product, we need to ask ourselves what our expecta-
tions are or what our company needs from the backup product in order to meet
business requirements. For instance, these may be the considered questions:
• Does the product support cloud integration?
• Does the product back up our operating systems, virtual machines or
applications?
• What features does the product offer (e.g. synthetic backup, data de-
duplication, data compression, encryption, or automation)?
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Product selection
There are not as many backup products available on the Czech market as
abroad. The two best-known backup products here are Veeam and Acronis.
This year, the Czech market expanded with Xopero.
The first representative of backup products is Veeam Backup Essentials
9.5. The product is designed to backup virtual machines. Veeam is known
not only in the Czech Republic but also worldwide as a leader ([78] and [79])
in all segments of the market offering products for small, medium and large
businesses with a wide range of features [80].
The second representative of backup products is Xopero Backup & Restore.
This product is new, unexplored and offers most of the important features at
a good price.
The third representative of backup products is Acronis Backup 12.5. This
product offers similar features like the Veeam with the main differences in
licensing, its cost and cloud support.
3.2 Testing of the products
Purpose of testing
The purpose of testing is to verify the advanced features of backup products,
which are mainly used when using cloud backups with insufficient internet
connection speed. Another reason is to verify the internet connection to the
data center of public cloud providers. Due to the distance of the data centers,
various connection problems may occur (latency, bandwidth throttling).
Test environment
On-site backup server:
• OS: MS Hyper-V server 2012 R2
• Guaranteed internet bandwidth: 30 Mb/s (symmetrical)
• RAM: 64 GB
• CPU: 4-Core
• Backup products:
– Veeam Backup & Replication 9.5
– Xopero Backup & Restore
– Xopero Cloud
– Acronis Backup 12.5
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Cloud Services Providers:
• Azure (free trial)
• AWS (free trial)
Google is excluded from the list, because it does not offer free tier in Europe.
Veeam Backup & Replication 9.5
Hybrid deployment
Veeam does not support cloud backup natively [81]. If we want to deploy
our own hybrid cloud backup, we will need additional appliances, therefore
implementation is more complex and the cost of the overall solution including
HW resources, deployment and maintenance is more expensive. For example,
in the case of Amazon we will need AWS Storage Gateway and in the case of
Azure, we can use StorSimple or Cloud Connect.
Due to the current lack of Veeam native support for Azure, Google and
AWS, we should consider using of one of the Veeam partners (listed on the
Veeam page [82]), who are offering the data backup service to their own data
centers, which are located in the same country. The advantage is the simplicity
of the solution and the fact that the data center is located in the same country.
However, the disadvantage is that this service could be much more expensive
than in the case of Azure, Google or AWS. Prices range from warm storage
class to hot storage and more, but it is mostly a flat rate pricing for stored
data, so we do not have to pay for a retrieving our data and other cloud usage
fees.
We decided to use Veeam Cloud Connect as one of the ways to connect to
Azure. The disadvantage of this solution is that we cannot use cheap Azure
Blob storage. Hybrid deployment consists of on-premises Veeam Backup &
Replication 9.5 and Veeam Cloud Connect for Service Providers running on
the Azure’s VM. A hybrid deployment and its individual steps are as follows:
Azure deployment:
1. New application: Veeam Cloud Connect for Service Providers
2. Connect to created VM and follow the guide
3. Insert Veeam Cloud Connect license
4. Add backup repository (location: West Europe)
5. Manage certificates
6. Add cloud gateway
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7. Add tenant
On-premises deployment:
1. Install and verify Veeam Backup & Replication 9.5
2. Add service provider
For a more detailed description of deploying a hybrid solution, see blog post
[83].
Test setup and results
Due to limited resources, only basic testing was performed, consisting of:
• Backup of one virtual machine
– Locally
– To the cloud
• Local backup of multiple virtual machines
During the local backup the size of the first VM was reduced by compres-
sion the storage space from 40.3 GB to 16.6 GB, which is 2.4 times less than
the original size. The size of the second VM was reduced even more by 5.8
times. Other local backups had a compression ratio better than 2:1. The
compression level was set to Optimal (recommended).
In the figure 3.1 we can see the continuous data compression with the data
deduplication achieving 1.8:1 ratio (Transferred), with the upload speed on
average 8.6 Mb/s making the upload speed 15.6 Mb/s (Processing rate) of
reduced original file after applying WAN optimization. That is half of our
internet bandwidth.
When uploading a backup to the cloud, an additional cost factor was
found. A backup job sent 3.15 GB to the Azure and 98 MB out of Azure (see
figure 3.2). This can be converted to the fact that for every 32 GB transferred
to the cloud, we will pay 1 GB of data coming out of the cloud. The data
sent out of the cloud is the most expensive storage cost factor for cloud, and
because the data is often sent to the cloud, this hidden cost factor can make
a big difference in the final price of data backup storage solution. This cost
was not verified due to a lack of network resources to transfer more data into
the Azure.
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Figure 3.1: Viewing real time backup to Azure statistics.
Figure 3.2: The amount of data sent out of Azure during data transfer to
Azure.
Summary
Based on simple testing, the following information was found:
• Compression ratio is better than 2:1.
• Need for additional virtual appliance and costs associated with it (HW
resources, deployment and maintenance).
• Costs that were not counted in the analysis:
– The cost for public IP.
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– The cost for data transfer out hidden inside data transfer into the
cloud.
• The upload speed to data center in the Netherlands is slow.
Xopero
Xopero Backup & Restore
I did not have a positive experience with this product and I could not test it
properly. I managed to deploy the product in several attempts. During the
backup, the product reported a variety of errors and because the product is
new on the market there is no information on the internet on how to deal with
those issues yet. I assume that some errors are caused either by my ignorance
about the product or its immaturity that will be resolved over time. I did
not find some offered features, such as data deduplication. The product does
not support the ability to connect to a cloud provider and thus the ability
to create our own hybrid cloud. Despite these shortcomings, I still think this
product can be an interesting and affordable option.
Xopero Cloud
The product is simple and clear. The backup to the cloud was fast. In an
environment with an internet bandwidth 100 Mb/s the transfer speed into the
cloud was 84 Mb/s (as we can see in the picture 3.3). The transfer speed out
of the cloud was slower, with an average speed of only 32 Mb/s. The product
lacks WAN optimization features as data compression, data deduplication or
WAN acceleration. There is no specific SLA information on the product page.
Figure 3.3: Uploading data to the Xopero cloud.
Conclusion
Xopero is better suited for smaller companies who want to save financial re-
sources. I recommend using it in case we want to go to the cloud and we have
enough internet bandwidth due to data volume.
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Acronis Backup 12.5
Hybrid deployment
There are two ways on how to deploy a hybrid cloud within an Acronis Backup
12.5.
The first is to use the cloud storage offered directly by Acronis, called
Acronis Cloud Storage. To use it, we only need to add a new cloud storage in
the Acronis Backup 12.5 by adding our Acronis account. It cannot be easier,
but the disadvantage is the price for 1 GB, which ranges from $0.049 to $0.099
per month.
The second is to use Acronis Storage Gateway, which supports Microsoft
Azure Storage, Amazon S3 and others storage backends [84]. It runs on Linux
distribution Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) or CentOs.
Due to the complexity of the second solution, I decided to deploy only a
simple hybrid cloud with the Acronis Cloud Storage.
Test setup and result
Due to limited resources, only basic testing was performed consisting of:
• Local backup of one virtual machine.
• Local backup of multiple virtual machines.
• File/folder backup to the Acronis Cloud Storage.
Data compression of local backups was on average reduced by 3.2 times
of the original data size. No data compression was performed when data was
directly backed up to the cloud. The upload speed to the cloud was on average
17 Mb/s which is about half of the internet bandwidth.
3.3 Results
In simple terms, I recommend using Xopero for small businesses who want
to save financial resources or go into the cloud, Veeam for SMEs using on-
premises backups and Acronis for businesses that want to deploy their own
hybrid backups. But since hybrid backups can be deployed by both products
Veeam and Acronis, I would make a decision based on a cost analysis of total
cost of hybrid data backup solution for our business which includes the product
price and the price for a cloud storage or cloud provider.
Two important discoveries affecting the analysis of the previous chapter 2
were found when testing products.
The first discovery concerns performance. Data compression and data
deduplication reaches a higher ratio than the 2:1. On the other hand, the
throughput of service providers from a foreign country is 2-4 times lower than
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our internet bandwidth. But if we put together these two facts, we will get
approximately the same bit rate as the one we used in the analysis.
The second discovery is related to the cost. New costs associated with
cloud backup have been found. These are the cost of uploading data to the
cloud, a public IP address (may be the case for an on-premises solution as
well) and other appliances.
Another important finding of testing is that products do not usually sup-
port inexpensive backup storage from Google, AWS, or Azure, so we have to
consider the higher price per GB offered by other service providers in a flat
rate for data stored.
Set of recommendation for the backup in SMEs in the Czech
Republic
The main conclusive point is that the price of the cloud solution will be higher
than expected and the price of the hybrid data backup will be even higher
because in our analysis we did not calculate with retrieving cost which is not
included in flat rate pricing for storage data mostly offered by other service
providers. Taking this into account, modified recommendations for the most
suitable backup solution for SMEs in the Czech Republic is shown in the
following table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Set of recommendations for backup in SMEs in Czech Republic.
Total storage size Recommendation Explanation
< 2.5 TB Xopero Cloud Simplicity and scalability.Acronis
〈2.5 TB; 5 TB) Veeam On-premises Choose on-premises to save budget.Acronis Hybrid Otherwise choose hybrid.
〈5 TB; 40 TB〉 Veeam On-premises
In a sufficient RAID 6 configuration it is
cheaper than other solutions and it meets
all objectives.
> 40 TB Acronis Hybrid
Although the price is comparable to an
on-premises, the hybrid offers more bene-
fits. It is expected to use an inexpensive
storage from Google or AWS.
3.4 Summary
In the previous chapter, testing of backup products found during a research of
existing products in the Czech Republic was performed. Testing has verified
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the core functionality of the products (full and incremental backup of files,
folders or virtual machines, backup to the cloud and automatic backup), along
with some advanced techniques (data compression and data deduplication).
It has been found that products available in the Czech Republic allow us to
achieve company’s objectives.
Furthermore, the new cost factors that were not included in the previous
chapter were found. This is primarily the cost associated with appliances
needed for backup to the cloud. These costs consist of more complex deploy-
ment, maintenance and the need for additional resources. It was also found
that due to products lack of support for cloud providers (Google, AWS and
Azure) and limited data transfer to a remote cloud data centers, in case we
want to back up to the cloud, we will most likely have to use the services of
more expensive local providers.
For this reason, the price difference between the local backup and the cloud
backup can be so great that it is no longer worth using both cloud backups and
hybrid backups in most of the cases, despite the clear benefits the solutions
offers (off-site backup, scalability, durability and minimal maintenance).
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Conclusion
The cost-benefit analysis from the second chapter confirms the hypothesis
that cloud providers such as Azure, Google and AWS, offer a better price
per GB than on-premises storages. However, if we add expensive cloud data
recovery fees or other WAN optimization charges, cloud solutions become more
expensive.
Since the first hypothesis is confirmed, and cloud providers offer a more
cost-effective solution for 1 GB of data stored, the second hypothesis is then
taken into consideration. The second hypothesis is using optimal hybrid
backup solutions, both in terms of price and performance. This hypothesis
was confirmed in most situations. The situation where the hybrid solution
did not become a winner is when we do not have sufficient data to backup
(the amount of capacity for backup storage required is less than 2.5 TB), so
in this case, it is better to go into the cloud, or when we can use the RAID 6
configuration to meet the goals, which is better to remain within on-premises.
In the third chapter, we tested real backup products available in the Czech
Republic to verify the theoretical statement from the second chapter. During
the product testing, other price factors associated with cloud solutions were
found, which were not anticipated in the previous analysis. These were mainly
the costs associated with the need for additional appliances and the use of local
cloud providers offering different prices than the providers mentioned in the
analysis. Local cloud providers offer a flat rate per 1 GB, resulting in a more
expensive backup solution. In this case, we reject the first hypothesis that the
cloud solution is cheaper than the local solution, thus the hybrid solution is
not the optimal solution anymore.
The suitability of the backup solution depends on our business require-
ments and goals. In general, we can say that if the backup product supports
inexpensive cloud storages such as Amazon, Google and AWS, then it is prefer-
able to use a hybrid cloud even at the cost of paying more than for local backup
solutions because the hybrid cloud brings us more advantages.
All goals have been met. Cost and benefit factors were defined afterward,
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Conclusion
a mathematical model including the factors was proposed. The model can be
used as a general assessment for the backup solution in terms of both cost
and benefit. Furthermore, a tool to compare local and cloud backup solutions
was developed. It can also be used to analyse hybrid solutions. In addition,
the tool was used in the analysis of the model for small and medium-sized
businesses. Finally, from the analysis came a set of general recommendations
on where to back up. The general recommendations were verified by the
practical testing of backup products which were found in the Czech Republic
and a new modified set of recommendation was created.
During work, practical usage of inexpensive cloud storage from Google,
Azure, or AWS were not verified. Work was left out of tape storage analysis,
although it may be a suitable backup alternative for medium-sized businesses.
Furthermore, the option to backup off-site on our personal device was omitted.
Due to an insufficient internet connection, cloud backup was not tested more
thoroughly. Also, we did not consider more advanced WAN optimization
techniques or security issues.
This thesis can be used in the real world by all small and medium-sized
companies looking for a suitable backup solution. The thesis presents a set of
general recommendations supplemented by a specific set of recommendations
for the Czech Republic. For more accurate results, we recommend that you
conduct your own analysis to your business environment, as you can either
use the suggested mathematical model or the created comparison tool.
In the future, we can go deeper into the parameters that affect data trans-
fer, such as data compression, data deduplication, or WAN optimization.
These parameters affect the duration of backups and affect the resources on
the source node or target node. Another essential parameter is security. En-
cryption makes it difficult to connect to some cloud repositories or the use of
data deduplication.
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Appendix A
Acronyms
AFR Annualized failure rate
AWS Amazon Web Services
CRR Cross Region Replication
CSP Cloud Service Provider
DR Disaster Recovery
GCS Google Cloud Storage
GRS Geo Redundant Storage
HDD Hard Disk Drive
HW Hardware
IA Infrequent Access
IT Information Technology
LRS Locally Redundant Storage
MTBF Mean Time Between Failures
MTTR Mean Time To Repair
NAS Network-Attached storage
OS Operating System
RA-GRS Read Access - Geo Redundant Storage
RAID Redundant Array of Independent Disks
RHEL Red Hat Enterprise Linux
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A. Acronyms
RFR Rebuild Failure Rate
RPO Recovery Point Objective
RTO Recovery Time Objective
R/W Read/Write
SME Small and Medium-sized Enterprise
SD Secure Digital
SDD Solid-State Drive
SLA Service Level Agreement
SW Software
TCO Total Cost of Ownership
UPS Uninterruptible power supply
URE Unrecoverable Read Error
USB Universal Serial Bus
WAN Wide Area Network
WORM Write Once Read Many
ZRS Zone Redundant Storage
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Appendix B
Used Hardware for analysis
B.1 Used disks
For analysis in 2 chapter were used disks from Seagate:
• Seagate Enterprise Capacity 3.5 HHD (see the following table B.1)
• Seagate IronWolf Pro NAS (see the following table B.2)
• Seagate IronWolf NAS (see the following table B.3)
Because of lower cost and better specification over disks from another com-
petitor such as HGST (formerly Hitachi Global Storage Technologies) and
WD (Western Digital). Where usage of Seagate Enterprise Capacity HDDs is
recommended in environments with more than 5 disks.
Table B.1: Seagate enterprise Capacity 3.5 HDD specification overview.
Specifications 10 TB (Helium) 8 TB 6 TB 4 TB 2 TB
Cost $420 $378 $292 $197 $135
Max. Sustained 249 MB/s 249 MB/s 226 MB/s 226 MB/s 226 MB/sTransfer Rate
AFR 0.35% 0.44% 0.44% 0.44% 0.44%
MTBF 2.5M 2M 2M 2M 2M
URE 1 per 10E15
Power consumption
• Idle 4.5W 7.6W 7.25W 5.45W 4.25W
• Operating 8W 11W 8.31W 6.94W 5.9W
Warranty 5 years
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Table B.2: Seagate IronWolf Pro NAS specification overview.
Specifications 10 TB 8 TB 6 TB 4 TB 2 TB
Cost $415 $350 $270 $210 $145
Max. Sustained 214 MB/s 214 MB/s 214 MB/s 214 MB/s 195 MB/sTransfer Rate
AFR 0.73%
MTBF 1.2M
URE 1 per 10E15
Power consumption
• Idle 4.4W 4.4W 7.6W 6W 4.5W
• Operating 6.8W 6.8W 9W 6.7W 7.5W
Warranty 5 years
Table B.3: Seagate IronWolf NAS specification overview.
Specifications 8 TB 6 TB 4 TB 2 TB 1 TB
Cost $300 $245 $130 $80 $65
Max. Sustained 210 MB/s 195 MB/s 180 MB/s 180 MB/s 180 MB/sTransfer Rate
AFR 0.87%
MTBF 1M
URE 1 per 10E15 1 per 10E14
Power consumption
• Idle 4.42W 7.2W 3.95W 3.7W 2.5W
• Operating 6.8W 9W 4.8W 5W 3.6W
Warranty 3 years
B.2 Used NAS
NAS from Synology (see the following table B.4) were selected over the com-
petitor’s and Do It Yourself (DIY) solutions due to the high recommendation
from the users in forums because of setup, maintenance and purchase simpli-
city. The downsides are the higher cost and lower throughout. Synology NAS
can be expanded by the expansion units shown in the following table B.6.
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Table B.4: Synology NAS for SMEs specification overview.
NAS DiskStation DiskStation DiskStation DiskStationDS716+II DS916+ DS1817+ DS2415+
Price $449 $599 $1,015 $1,339
Drive Bays 2 (up to 7) 4 (up to 9) 8 (up to 18) 12 (up to 24)
Scale up 1xDX513 1xDX513 2xDX513 1xDX1215
Memory 2 GB 8 GB 8 GB 2 GB
(up to 16 GB) (up to 6 GB)
Lan Port1 2x1GbE 2x1GbE 4x1GbE 4x1GbE
Sequential throughput2
• Read 226 MB/s 226 MB/s 450 MB/s3 450 MB/s
• Write 190 MB/s 222 MB/s 400 MB/s3 396 MB/s
Power Consumption4
• Access 19W 30W 61W 73W
• Hibernation 9.50W 13W 32W 37W
1 With Link Aggregation.
2 Measured in the RAID5 configuration.
3 The sequential throughput in 10GbE environment was measured 1,179 MB/s for read
and 542 MB/s for write.
4 Power consumption is measured when fully loaded with Western Digital 1TB
WD10EFRX HDDs with power requirements:
•Operating 3.3W
• Idle 2.3W
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Table B.5: Synology NAS for Large Scale Business specification overview.
NAS DiskStation DiskStation DiskStationRS3617xs RS4017xs+ RS18017xs+
Price $2,600 $5,300 $6,000
Drive Bays 12 (up to 36) 16 (up to 40) 12 (up to 180)
Scale up 2xRX1217 2xRX1217 96 (RX1217sas)
180 (RX2417sas)
Memory 4 GB 8 GB 16 GB
(up to 128 GB)
Lan Port 4x1GbE 4x1GbE 4x1GbE
2x10GbE 2x10GbE
Sequential throughput
• Read 3,012 MB/s 5,960 MB/s 4,872 MB/s
• Write 1,635 MB/s 2,494 MB/s 2,078 MB/s
Power Consumption
• Access 116W 136W 142W
• Hibernation 60W 69W 77W
Table B.6: Synology NAS expansion units specification overview.
Expansion unit Price Drive Bays
DX513 $489 5
DX1215 $1,124 12
RX1217 $1,375 12
RX1217sas $2,500 12
RX2417sas $3,000 24
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Contents of enclosed CD
readme.txt ....................... the file with CD contents description
analysis.....................the directory with analysis of model SME
src.......................................the directory of source codes
thesis..............the directory of LATEX source codes of the thesis
figures.................the directory of figures used in the thesis
text..........................................the thesis text directory
DP Vasak Jaroslav 2017.pdf ......... the thesis text in PDF format
tool....................the directory with data backup comparison tool
Data Backup Comparison Tool.xlsx
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